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Abstract

We study whether, and when, tweets about racial justice predict costly race-related behav-

iors. Individuals that tweet about racial justice are less likely to discriminate against Black

individuals and more likely to donate to a civil rights organization. However, we find three

pieces of evidence that higher signalling stakes reduce this informativeness. First, racial

justice tweets became almost completely uninformative during the aftermath of the murder

of George Floyd, when silence on racial justice became more scrutinized. Second, the infor-

mativeness of tweets is driven by low-visibility types of tweets, like retweets. Conditional

on retweets, original tweets about racial justice are completely uninformative. Third, racial

justice retweets are somewhat less informative of donation behavior than private statements

of support for racial justice efforts. Collectively our results show that morally-charged state-

ments on social media range from fully uninformative to highly informative, depending

primarily on signalling stakes.
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1 Introduction

Social signalling is a central aspect of human behavior. Humans signal their ability to the job
market (Tyler et al. 2000), their ambition to the marriage market (Bursztyn et al. 2017), and their
customs and parenting prowess to their neighbors (Bursztyn et al. 2020a; Karing 2023). A key
question about social signalling is whether, and when, signals are informative. This question
takes on extra importance when people signal online. With the advent of social media plat-
forms, a huge swathe of signalling is unverifiable, takes place at little cost (Zhuravskaya et al.
2020), and is observed by large audiences – precisely the conditions that theory suggests should
reduce the informativeness of communication (Frankel and Kartik 2019). Compounding this,
individuals may have particularly strong incentives to misrepresent their values when signalling
about politically-charged moral virtues, like opposition to racism or xenophobia (Bursztyn et
al. 2020b). How informative are these posts about costly moral behaviors?

In principle, social media posts provide a high-frequency barometer of the attitudes and
values of an individual’s network, potentially influencing second-order beliefs and behaviors
(Bursztyn et al. 2020a,b), whether who to vote for, when to protest, who to work for, or whether
to get vaccinated (Fujiwara et al. 2023; Fergusson and Molina 2019; Alatas et al. 2019). In
practice, whether social media reduces or amplifies misperceptions depends both on (i) to what
extent social media posts reflect the underlying values of posters, and (ii) to what extent audi-
ences correctly decode the information content of posts (Braghieri 2024). On the former point,
existing theory and evidence make different predictions. If social media users self-persuade
(Schwardmann et al. 2022) or have preferences for truth-telling (Abeler et al. 2019), social me-
dia posts will reflect underlying values. Instead, if reputational concerns are sufficiently strong,
posts may be completely uninformative of private values and attitudes (Morris 2001; Frankel
and Kartik 2019). In fact, if social media users engage in moral licensing or conscience account-
ing (Mazar and Zhong 2010; Gneezy et al. 2014), the most vocal users may even be the least
likely to behave in line with their social media-reported values offline. Which case describes
real-world equilibria? And do social media users recognize what equilibrium we are in?

In this paper, we study communication on Twitter,1 a platform used by 23% of Americans
(PRC 2021), and 450 million users worldwide (BOA 2022). We measure the informativeness
of the racial justice tweets of 11,450 US-based non-Black academics, and 1,704 non-Black
Americans recruited through an online panel. We primarily measure informativeness as mean
difference in behavior between people that do versus do not tweet about racial justice. With
our focus on informativeness, we assess the predictive value of tweets, rather than the motives

1The platform is now named X. We use the moniker Twitter throughout, given that the bulk of our data
assembly and experimentation occurred before the name change.
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behind tweets. The informativeness of tweets is not necessarily connected to the motives for
tweeting: an informative equilibrium may be consistent with all racial justice-tweeters being
motivated by social image concerns or all being motivated by prosociality.

To guide our analysis, we write a simple model in which individuals have either low or high
support for racial justice-related efforts. Both low and high types have social image concerns,
receiving utility from signalling that they are a high type, while only low types face a cost
of tweeting in support of racial justice. Equilibrium informativeness depends crucially on the
stakes of the signalling concerns. When stakes are low (for example when tweet visibility is
low), there is full information revelation: only high types tweet in support of racial justice.
When stakes are high, an uninformative pooling equilibrium prevails, with both types tweeting
in support of racial justice. With intermediate stakes, we have a partial-pooling equilibrium,
with some low types tweeting in support of racial justice. In this region, informativeness is
strictly decreasing in signalling concerns.

We test the model in three steps. First, we characterize informativeness in two complemen-
tary settings. Using an audit study with 11,450 US academics, we compare the discriminatory
behaviors of academics that tweet about racial justice (Vocal) with those that do not tweet about
racial justice (Silent). Using an online experiment with 1,704 Americans, we compare the
private NAACP (the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) donations
made by the Vocal and Silent. Second, we use three approaches to test for how tweet infor-
mativeness varies with signalling stakes. With academics, we compare the informativeness of
tweets made immediately after the death of George Floyd (a high-visibility period) versus those
made some months later (a low-visibility period). In addition, we compare the informativeness
of high-credit original tweets with lower-credit retweets. With participants in the online exper-
iment, we compare the informativeness of racial justice retweets to that of private statements
of support for racial justice. Third, we explore whether graduate students have sophisticated
beliefs about the informativeness of the tweets of academics.

We classify 62% of academics as Vocal – those that have tweeted in support of racial jus-
tice. We ran the audit experiment in May 2022, sending one email to each academic. Each
email came from a fictitious student requesting an online meeting about graduate studies. We
randomly assigned half of the emails to be sent from a student with a distinctively Black name,
and half to be sent from a distinctively White name. We cross-randomized whether the name
was distinctively female or distinctively male, and whether the email also mentioned that the
sender is a first-generation college student.2

2Our audit experiment required deception, a clear moral cost. To minimize ethical concerns, (i) we cancelled
accepted meetings manually, promptly, and politely, (ii) we did not debrief academics on the fictitious nature of
the email after the experiment ended, to reduce the possibility that academics become more suspicious of future
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We find no evidence of racial discrimination in the full sample of audited academics. Aca-
demics accept 30.6% of meeting requests from distinctively White names, and 29.8% from
distinctively Black names (p = 0.31 for the difference). The lack of racial discrimination in the
full audit sample masks heterogeneity: Silent academics are 5.3 percentage points (18%) less
likely to accept a meeting with a Black student than with a White student (p < 0.001). Vocal
academics are 1.9 percentage points (6%) more likely to accept a meeting with a Black student
than with a White student (p = 0.07). Racial justice tweets are highly informative – we firmly
reject equality of the racial gaps in meeting acceptance between Vocal and Silent academics
(p < 0.001).

Tweets also signal broader support for students from underrepresented groups. Vocal aca-
demics show more favoritism towards first-generation students than Silent academics (p <

0.001), and they are also more likely to favor female students over male students (p = 0.03). It
follows that Vocality is not a signal of unbiasedness – while Vocal academics show less bias in
favor of White students than Silent academics, they show more bias in favor of first-generation
and female students.

To summarize the treatment of minority-group students, we pool the 7/8 of the audit emails
from any minority group (Black, female, or first-generation) and compare them with the 1/8 of
the audit emails from White males with no mention of first-generation status. Vocal academics
are 27% less likely to accept a meeting with a White male student than with an underrepresented
minority student (p < 0.001), while we cannot reject the null that Silent academics treat the
two groups equally. Going further, while minority students are more likely to get a positive
response from Vocal academics than from Silent academics, the reverse is true for White male
students. This gives a force for sorting – with White males advised more by Silent academics,
and minority students advised more by Vocal academics – reinforcing offline echo chambers.

Our finding that racial justice tweets are unconditionally informative extends to conditional
comparisons. In particular, it is not just the case that Vocal academics behave differently to
Silent academics, they also behave differently conditional on their gender, race/ethnicity, aca-
demic position, university, department, political views, and how much they tweet. Controlling

emails from genuine students, and (iii) we received formal ethics approval from UBC. To the concern of poisoning
the well, we note that correspondence studies with US-based professors are rare – in particular, a recent meta-
analysis of correspondence studies measuring racial discrimination in the US since 2000 found only one study
with professors – Milkman et al. (2012) – carried out over ten years ago (Gaddis et al. 2021). Even with these
efforts, the moral case for our audit study rests on the benefits of the study’s results outweighing the costs. Here,
our view is that the incremental knowledge from our paper is substantial. In particular, we are not aware of
any well-identified large-scale measures of discrimination across academia since Milkman et al. (2012), or of
any measures of first-generation student discrimination. More importantly, we are aware of no evidence of the
usefulness of social media for predicting who discriminates. Each of these findings is valuable to students, and
particularly to those from underrepresented groups.
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for these factors, Vocal academics discriminate against Black students roughly five percentage
points less than Silent academics (p < 0.01). Racial justice tweets provide information about
discriminatory behaviors over and above these observables, making tweets informative even for
students that know a given professor reasonably well. In fact, Vocality is more predictive of
racial discrimination than each of these other observable factors.

Detection is a particular concern when auditing academics. Given this, we check whether
our core results could be driven by detection. Encouragingly, our findings are very similar when
we: (i) drop social scientists (who are more likely to be familiar with the audit methodology),
(ii) drop the academics to whom we sent more generic emails, (iii) drop university-departments
to which we sent more than five emails (where discussion about the emails may have led to
more suspicion), and when we (iv) define the outcome as accepting the meeting within one
day (leaving less time to find that other academics had received similar emails). However, we
cannot fully rule out the possibility of detection affecting our audit study results. To address
this concern, we ran a non-deceptive experiment, which we call the donation experiment.

We recruited 1,704 Twitter-using Americans for the donation experiment. Participants an-
swered a series of questions on demographics, social media usage, and well-being, followed
by a question asking how much of their $5 survey incentive they would like to donate to the
NAACP, and a link to an NAACP tweet, asking if they would like to retweet. The results
from the donation experiment corroborate those in the audit study: participants that retweet the
NAACP tweet donate 53% more to the NAACP than those that do not (p < 0.001). Results us-
ing past tweets are identical: participants that tweeted about racial justice in 2020 donate 53%
more than those that did not (p < 0.001).

Having demonstrated the informativeness of racial justice tweets, we explore whether high
signalling stakes lead to information loss, as predicted by the model. For our first test, we use
time-series variation in visibility induced by the murder of George Floyd on May 25th, 2020.
We distinguish between two periods: the period immediately after the murder in which tweets
about racial justice are common, and in which the pressure for academics to speak out was high
(the During-Period); and the period several months later in which racial justice tweets were
less common (the Post-Period). We find that Post-Period racial justice tweets are consistently
more informative about discriminatory behavior than During-Period racial justice tweets. Most
starkly, in a regression in which we include both During- and Post-Period vocality as predictors
of racial discrimination, we find that (i) Post-Period vocality is highly informative, and (ii)
During-Period vocality is completely uninformative. This suggests that tweets about racial
justice reveal more about an academic’s offline discriminatory behaviors when made in a lower-
scrutiny environment.
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For our second test of the model, we use variation in the visibility of different types of
tweets. In particular, original tweets are fully composed by the author, and thus attribute high
credit and visibility to the author. In contrast, when an academic retweets, they amplify the
visibility of the original poster much more than the academic’s own visibility. In a regression in
which we allow both types of tweets to predict racial discrimination, we find that only retweets
are informative. Conditional on the racial justice retweets, original tweets about racial justice
are completely uninformative. This suggests that differences in credit and visibility drive the
differences in informativeness across types of tweets, as opposed to differences in costs – since
the effort costs of crafting an original tweet are higher than those for retweeting (with this cost
difference likely larger for the low types of the model).

For our third test of the model, we use an additional feature of the donation experiment.
Besides deciding whether to retweet the NAACP tweet, participants also stated their support
(privately, from 0 to 100) for the activities of the NAACP described in that same tweet. The
two questions about retweeting and private support were shown in random order. To parallel
the binary measure of NAACP retweeting behavior, we chose a cutoff for the private support
variable such that the number reporting above the cutoff are as similar as possible to the number
that retweeted the NAACP retweet. This gives us two binary variables with the same mean: a
dummy variable equal to one if the participant retweeted the NAACP retweet, and a dummy
variable equal to one if the participant privately reported support for the NAACP above the
threshold. This allows us to test for whether behavior on social media is more or less infor-
mative about the NAACP donation than a private statement of support. While both are highly
informative, we find suggestive evidence in support of the model: the NAACP retweet is 23%
less informative than the binary measure of private support (p = 0.19).

While each of our three tests of the model have weaknesses, collectively they provide con-
sistent support for the model’s key prediction. In particular, the aspects of social media that
serve to increase visibility and the stakes for signalling concerns also serve to reduce informa-
tiveness. Nevertheless, our results show that social media posts in support of racial justice span
the full range from fully uninformative to highly informative.

In the final part of the paper, we use a survey of 1,752 US-based graduate students to char-
acterize beliefs. The students predict the racial discrimination of Silent and Vocal academics,
with the gap between the two (7.2 percentage points in the real data) taken to be the student’s
belief about informativeness. Our model notes the dependence of informativeness on beliefs:
the more that onlookers believe tweets to be unrelated to private types, the more informative is
the equilibrium, since such naïveté among onlookers reduces the returns to signalling. In our
survey we find the average student prediction about informativeness is fairly accurate. However,
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roughly half of students guess below the lower end of our 95% confidence interval, believing
that tweets are close to uninformative. According to the model, such beliefs can help sustain an
informative equilibrium.

Our paper builds on three strands of research. First, by characterizing a real-world com-
munication equilibrium, we test models of strategic information transmission (Crawford and
Sobel 1982; Austen-Smith 1990; Loury 1994; Morris 2001; Kartik 2009; Frankel and Kartik
2019). While most existing tests of these models use lab experiments (Cai and Wang 2006;
Blume et al. 2020), Braghieri (2024) uses an online experiment to explore how visibility affects
the self-reported sensitive political attitudes of college students. He finds that students’ pub-
lic statements are less predictive of demographics and incentivized behaviors than their private
statements, and that audience naïveté amplifies the information loss. We find complementary
results in the naturalistic context of social media and support for racial justice, suggesting that
the core findings of Braghieri (2024) extend to real-world communication platforms.

Second, in emphasizing an informational benefit of social media, we build on the broader
evidence of the welfare effects of social media – whether effects on happiness and depression
(Mosquera et al. 2020; Allcott et al. 2020; Braghieri et al. 2022), or political outcomes (Zhu-
ravskaya et al. 2020; Song 2022). Some papers demonstrate that learning from peers on social
media influences economic decision-making (Bailey et al. 2018, 2022); we show that the posts
of peers can be used to learn about peers’ private moral behaviors. The scope for learning is
meaningful: a Black student that learns that a given professor has tweeted about racial jus-
tice should rationally increase their expectation of securing a meeting with that professor by
37% (assuming the student’s prior was that the professor had not tweeted about racial justice).
A fundraiser from the NAACP should expect those that tweet about racial justice to donate
roughly 50% more, when prompted, than those that did not retweet.3

Third, in showing that posts on social media predict heterogeneity in discrimination, we
contribute to the large economics literature on discrimination. Recent contributions emphasize
heterogeneity in discriminatory behaviors across firms (Kline et al. 2022), while our student
survey relates to work that emphasizes the importance of sorting away from discriminators
(Becker 1957; Charles and Guryan 2008). In focusing on academia, we complement Milkman
et al. (2012), who find that academics are more likely to discriminate against minorities when
students request a meeting in one week rather than that day, and Ajzenman et al. (2023), who

3While we focus on the informativeness of social media posts, a separate question is whether having the option
to declare support on social media causally reduces costly support offline. On this question Bonheur (2023) finds
in a lab experiment that the option to post support for racial justice reduces donations to racial justice charities.
Our design does not permit a similar test, as all participants answered the donation question before the retweet
question.
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find that economists on Twitter discriminate against low-ranked and Black students, and in line
with our results, male students. Above all, we build on Pager and Quillian (2005). With a sam-
ple of 156 employers, they find that self-reported attitudes toward hiring ex-offenders are not
predictive of hiring behavior in an audit study. Some of our analysis is similar in spirit, though
we increase power with a sample size that is over 70 times larger, and we focus on statements
made on social media, where social signalling concerns are more important. Despite these
social signalling motives, we reach the opposite qualitative conclusion to Pager and Quillian
(2005): words predict behavior.

2 Model

We write a simple model to guide the empirics. More general models yield similar comparative
statics (e.g. Frankel and Kartik 2019).

There are two types of agents. A fraction π of agents have high support for racial justice
efforts (η = η̄ > 0), while the remaining fraction 1−π have low support (η = 0). In our em-
pirical exercises, we measure η as: (i) racial discrimination in accepting meeting requests from
students (more pro-Black discrimination meaning a higher η), and (ii) private financial dona-
tions to the NAACP (larger donations meaning a higher η). η is then the type that determines
private racial justice-related behaviors.

Each agent chooses a binary action a, equal to one if they choose to tweet in favor of racial
justice efforts (Vocal), and zero otherwise (Silent).4 The psychic cost of tweeting in support of
racial justice is zero for high-support types (η = η̄) and c > 0 for low-support types (η = 0).5

The cost can be thought of as an internal cost of lying or misrepresentation (Kartik 2009), or
the cost of composing a tweet outside one’s domain of expertise.

The audience of tweets is composed of two types: a fraction s are sophisticated and the
remaining onlookers are naïve. The sophisticated onlookers form rational expectations about η

based on whether an agent tweets or not. These onlookers accurately recognize the correlation
between tweeting and support for racial justice in equilibrium. The naïve onlookers believe that
tweets are uninformative about η .

4Frankel and Kartik (2019) instead consider a continuous action space and heterogeneity along two dimen-
sions: racial justice support (the “natural action” in their language) and also social image concerns (“gaming
ability”). They reach similar conclusions about information loss. The mechanism for information loss however
differs in our model, where the loss is a consequence of the bounded action space leading to “bunching at the top”
(see Appendix C in Frankel and Kartik (2022) for a model with the same mechanism).

5In our model, racial justice support perfectly correlates with tweet cost, ruling out types of people who
support racial justice but are unwilling to tweet. Frankel and Kartik (2019) allow for this possibility and find
similar comparative statics.
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All agents have social image concerns. They would like to be perceived as pro-racial justice
by their audience – a natural assumption given that Twitter tends to be left-leaning, even after
the Elon Musk takeover (Economist 2023), and given that academics are especially left-leaning,
as we show using FEC-linked contributions in Figure A2. Agents then receive a net benefit of
tweeting relative to not tweeting equal to

b(v, s) = vs(E [η | a = 1]−E [η | a = 0])

where v reflects the signalling stakes of tweets, s is the fraction of sophisticated onlookers
(tweeting cannot contribute to social image gains from naïve onlookers), and E [η | a] reflects
the rational expectations formed by these sophisticated onlookers. Several factors influence
signalling stakes – for example, stakes are larger when tweets are more visible to others, more
highly scrutinized conditional on being visible, or when audiences increase the importance they
place on others being high racial justice support types.

In a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium, (i) both types of agents choose whether to tweet, or not, or
to mix over both strategies, and no agent would prefer to deviate to a different strategy, given
audience beliefs, and (ii) sophisticated onlookers form accurate beliefs about the average η

among agents that do and do not tweet. In a pooling equilibrium in which both types tweet
about racial justice, we assume that the off-equilibrium path E [η | a = 0] = 0, i.e. agents that
deviate, by choosing not to tweet, are presumed to be low-support types.6

Our primary interest is in comparative statics for equilibrium informativeness, which we
define as I = E [η | a = 1]−E [η | a = 0]. Our empirical parallel in the audit study is the mean
difference in racial discrimination between Vocal and Silent academics, while in the donation
study it is the mean difference in NAACP donations between Vocal and Silent participants.

Proposition 1.

1. There is a threshold v∗ such that a separating equilibrium exists if and only if v ≤ v∗. By
definition, there is full information revelation in this separating equilibrium, i.e. I = η̄ .

2. There is a threshold v∗∗ > v∗ such that for v ∈ (v∗,v∗∗), a partial pooling equilibrium
exists, with I = c

vs . It follows that informativeness is falling in visibility v and in audience
sophistication s for intermediate levels of visibility v.

3. For v ≥ v∗∗, there is a pooling equilibrium in which both types tweet about racial justice.

6This assumption is sufficient but not necessary. The necessary assumption is that E [η | a = 0]≤ πη̄ − c
vs for

all v such that there is a pooling equilibrium.
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There is no information revelation. See Appendix B for proofs.

At low levels of signalling stakes (v ≤ v∗) types are fully revealed: low-support types do not
tweet because they do not gain enough social image from tweeting to cover their cost, c. In
contrast, high-support types always tweet because for them it is costless, and they receive posi-
tive social image gains from signalling their type. In this low-stakes region, informativeness is
unaffected by visibility.

Once stakes are above v∗, low-support types now have an incentive to deviate – the social
image benefit has risen above the cost of tweeting. The low-support types shift to tweeting until
the informativeness is sufficiently diluted as to make low-support types indifferent between
tweeting and not tweeting. Here we have a partial pooling equilibrium, with low-support types
mixing between the two strategies. Now informativeness is falling in signalling stakes, as higher
stakes lead more low-support types to pool with the high-support types, reducing the signal
value of tweets. Eventually we reach a threshold v∗∗ in which there are no low-support types
left to pool. At and above v∗∗ – as long as observers assign a minimum level of perceived
informativeness to tweets, assured by the assumption that E [η | a = 0] = 0 – everyone tweets,
and thus tweets do not reveal types at all.

v

I Separating
equilibrium

Semi-pooling
equilibrium

Pooling
equilibrium

(no revelation)

v∗ v∗∗

η̄

η̄π

Notes: Figure shows signalling informativeness I as a function of the signalling stakes v. In the pooling region, the
dashed line shows the minimum I that observers must perceive to sustain the equilibrium.

Summarizing, for low signalling stakes, informativeness is not affected by stakes, while for
intermediate levels, informativeness is falling in stakes. For high levels, there is no informa-
tion revelation.7 The comparative statics with respect to audience sophistication are identical

7In more general models, informativeness falls strictly in signalling stakes (Frankel and Kartik 2019). Other-
wise, plausible model extensions can flip the comparative static. For example, using our model, suppose instead
that the net benefit of tweeting is vsI −αv2 for the low types, where αv2 is the expected cost of one’s hypocrisy
being discovered. The convexity in v can be justified by the fact that a higher v increases both the probability of
being caught the intensity of the punishment. Solving this model, there is now a region in which informativeness
is increasing in stakes. This ambiguity across models further motivates our empirical tests.
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to those with respect to stakes. Intuitively, as the audience becomes more sophisticated, so-
cial image gains from tweeting increase, leading to more low-support types tweeting (in the
intermediate region), and a dilution of the signal provided by tweets.

We describe our data in the next section, and then explore the model’s predictions in Sec-
tion 4. To do so, we first characterize the informativeness of tweets in two complementary
settings: (i) discriminatory behavior of academics in an audit experiment (Section 4.1), and
(ii) private donations to the NAACP in an online experiment (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3, we
explore how informativeness changes with signalling stakes using three approaches: (i) com-
paring the informativeness of tweets made immediately after the killing of George Floyd (a
period of higher scrutiny and stakes) versus much later, (ii) comparing the informativeness of
less-visible retweets with more visible original tweets, and (iii) comparing the informativeness
of retweeting an NAACP tweet with that of a private (lower visibility) measure of support for
the NAACP. In Section 4.4, we characterize audience sophistication s by describing the beliefs
about informativeness held by graduate students.

3 Data, Experiment Design, and Specifications

3.1 Audit Study

To assemble a sample of academics for the audit study, we first listed all research academics in
PhD-granting departments in the top-150 universities according to the 2019 US News Univer-
sity Rankings. We found over 125,000 research academics in this step. In the second step, we
found the subset of academics with Twitter accounts. We then recorded the academic’s email
address, position (Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor), gender (Male, Female, Other), and a
best guess of the academic’s race or ethnicity (White, Black, East Asian, South Asian, Hispanic,
Other, Uncertain). We dropped any academics without an email address available online, those
with an explicit policy of not answering prospective student’s emails listed on their website,
and non-research-active or non-professor academics (e.g. emeritus professors, post-docs). This
leaves us with a sample of 28,302 tweeting research academics.

We imposed six final eligibility criteria. First, we kept only the academics that joined Twitter
on May 1, 2020 (just prior to George Floyd’s murder) or before, ensuring that our experimental
sample were on Twitter during the height of tweeting about racial justice. Second, we required
a minimal level of public Twitter activity, keeping only the academics with at least five public
tweets in 2020. Third, we dropped academics with lab-oriented Twitter accounts with no per-
sonal tweet content. Fourth, we dropped a few academics in departments for which our email
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templates do not fit well (e.g. Theater, Education departments oriented only towards practition-
ers). Finally, we dropped Black academics and those with race/ethnicity coded as Uncertain,
given that the core research question is about how non-Black academics signal support for Black
people in America. This leaves us with a final experimental sample of 18,514 academics. Our
ex ante power calculations motivated us to form such a large sample – with a sample of this
size, we estimated that we would have 83% power to detect overall racial discrimination of two
percentage points (in line with Kline et al. 2022), and 77% power to detect a difference in the
racial gap of Vocal relative to Silent academics of 3.5 percentage points.8

We planned to audit the full set of 18,514 academics. Due to a detection-related concern
explained below, we stopped the experiment after emailing 11,450 academics – these 11,450
academics comprise the final audit sample.9 Audited academics are similar to non-audited aca-
demics on most observables (Table A1), suggesting that our audit results might generalize to
the broader population of tweeting academics. The exceptions are that, on average, the audited
academics are at slightly lower-ranked universities (59th of 150 vs. 52nd), tweet somewhat less
(1,022 tweets vs. 1,207), have fewer Twitter followers (2,781 vs. 3,426), and make smaller
political contributions.

Twitter Data and Political Preferences. We used Twitter’s academic API to download user-level
and tweet-level data for each of the academics with a Twitter account. Among other variables,
the user-level data includes the date that the account was created. We mostly use user-level data
as of May 10, 2022, just prior to the launch of the audit experiment. We also scraped the full
list of accounts followed by each academic during July 2022.

The tweet-level data includes the full text of all original tweets, replies, quote tweets, and
retweets from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022. We use January 1, 2020 as the start date to
cover the tweets before and around May 25, 2020, the date of the murder of George Floyd. We
use March 27, 2022 as the last date as we began to download the tweets shortly after.

We collected three measures of political preferences. First, we web-scraped Blindspotter to
get a measure of the political slant of the news each user interacts with on Twitter. Second, we
used and updated data from UCSD on the Twitter accounts of politicians in the US Senate and
House of Representatives. We then linked this data with the full list of accounts followed by
each academic to calculate (i) the number of political accounts each academic follows, and (ii)
the percentage of political accounts followed that are Democrats. Third, building on Bouton

8We assumed a sample of 18,500, 60% of academics classified as Vocal, a meeting acceptance rate of 30%
(based on piloting), and a 5% test size.

9The reduction in sample size for the audit is the most important deviation from our pre-analysis plan, see full
details in Appendix D.
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et al. (2022), we linked each academic with their FEC-reported political contributions made
from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022 (see Appendix E for details), mirroring the period for
which we have tweets. We link 29.9% of our academics with at least one FEC contribution,
while Bouton et al. (2022) find that 8.5% of the adult US citizen population contributed in 2019
or 2020. Vocal, Silent, Black and non-Twitter-using academics each overwhelmingly support
the Democratic party (Figure A1), consistent with other work on the liberal slant of academia
(Langbert et al. 2016). Even so, Vocality about racial justice is a strong signal of support for
Democrats – Vocal academics are 81% more likely than Silent academics to have given to
Democrats (36.2% vs. 20%, Figure A1), with a similar gap when considering the dollar value
of total contributions (Figure A2). We show below that vocality is predictive of discriminatory
behaviors even conditional on these measures of political preferences.

Measuring Racial Justice Tweets. A key part of our paper is determining which individuals
tweeted in support of racial justice on Twitter and which did not. Given the large sample size of
academics, we automated this classification based on the words and phrases included in tweets.
We pre-registered our core measure, Vocali (with Silenti = 1−Vocali), as a binary variable
equal to one if academic i has at least one tweet of any type from January 1, 2020 to March 27,
2022 that mentions at least one of these racial justice-related words or phrases:10

1. Racism-related: racism / racist / racial bias / racial discrimination / racial justice / racial
prejudice / anti black / white supremacy

2. Black Lives Matter movement-related: BLM / black lives / blackintheivory

3. References to Black individuals killed: george floyd / ahmaud arbery / breonna taylor /
daunte wright / justiceforgeorgefloyd / justiceforgf / justiceforahmaudarbery / justicefor-
breonnataylor / justicefordauntewright / sayhername / sayhisname / nojusticenopeace /
icantbreathe

We chose these words and phrases to cover the most popular racial justice-related hashtags
and to explicitly reflect racial justice themes (for further details, see Appendix F). In the full
experimental sample of 18,514 academics, we automatically classify 63% as vocal.

Our automated approach raises two main concerns. First, an academic auto-classified as a
signaller may have tweeted about racial justice, but not necessarily in support of racial justice.
For example, the auto-classification would consider an academic to be vocal if they have ever

10For retweets and quote tweets, we include the text in the tweet being retweeted. Throughout, we also include
words and phrases found in any expanded hyperlinks included in tweets.
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tweeted “the racial justice movement has gone too far.” This case would be a false positive.
Second, there may be academics that have tweeted in support of racial justice without using one
of the words or phrases above. These cases would be false negatives.

To test for these concerns, we used a richer manual measure of signalling status for a random
subset of our experimental sample (N = 450). For this random subsample, one or two team
members spent up to five minutes scrolling through the academic’s tweets, coding for each
user whether they ever (i) opposed racial justice, (ii) questioned racial justice, (iii) tweeted
neutrally about racial justice, (iv) tweeted some support for racial justice, or (v) tweeted heavy
support for racial justice. Encouragingly no academic in this random subsample ever tweeted in
opposition of racial justice, and only two academics questioned efforts to promote racial justice
(Figure A3). It follows that there are practically no false positives – academics auto-classified
as supporting racial justice that in fact question or oppose efforts to promote racial justice.

Second, while 13% of those auto-classified as Silent are manually-coded as having shown
any support on Twitter for racial justice, the figure is 74% for the Vocal. This validation shows
that false negatives are not too common, and that our automated measure of signalling has a
large first stage for the richer manual measures of signalling.

Vocali is our pre-registered measure of whether an academic has signalled support for racial
justice on Twitter. Nevertheless, we also use a continuous measure (the percentage of tweets
auto-classified as racial justice-related) and measures that treat each type of tweet separately
(original tweets, replies, quote tweets, and retweets).

We show what factors predict tweeting behavior in Figure A4, using one multivariate re-
gression. Female academics are almost 10 percentage points more likely to tweet about racial
justice, as are academics that gave money to Democrats. Comparing fields, social scientists are
the most likely to tweet about racial justice, and engineers the least. Comparing universities,
racial justice tweeting does not differ much by rank, nor is it more common in universities with
more Black undergraduate students. Unsurprisingly, academics who tweet more in general are
far more likely to ever tweet about racial justice. We show below that racial justice tweets are
informative even after conditioning on how much academics tweet.

Audit Experiment Design. We chose 120 racially distinctive names largely following the ap-
proach of Kessler et al. (2019). We created one gmail account for each of the 120 full names.
We sent one email to each academic in our audit sample, purporting to be an undergraduate
student interested in graduate studies at the academic’s university. The core randomizations
were: distinctively Black vs. distinctively White name of sender (50:50), distinctively male
vs. distinctively female name of sender (50:50), and a sentence mentioning that the sender is a
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first-generation college student or not (50:50), all stratified on university-by-department.11

We randomly chose one Black-male name, one Black-female name, one White-male name,
and one White-female name to be used for each university-department. This ensured that all
tweeting academics in the same department at the same university assigned to receive an email
from, for example, a Black male, would receive an email from the exact same Black male.

In the final step, we randomized the subject and main text of each email at the level of the
sender-by-university-by-department, subject to the constraint that the same email type is not
used by more than one sender for the same university-by-department. This constraint mini-
mizes the possibility of academics detecting the deception by comparing emails and seeing two
identical-looking emails from different senders.

We chose the main text of the email from 12 possible variants. We then randomly chose a
minor variant of the email from three options for each of the 12 main text variants. The minor
variants involve small changes to minimize the chances of our emails being detected as spam
(e.g. “final year of undergrad” instead of “final-year undergraduate”). We randomized the minor
variant at the level of sender-by-university-by-department, meaning that a given fictitious stu-
dent uses the same minor email variant for all of their emails to a given university-department.12

For an example email format, see Appendix I.

Ethics. We received full ethics approval for the audit experiment from UBC’s Behavioural
Research Ethics Board. The experiment involves deception. We opted against the non-deceptive
incentivized resume rating of Kessler et al. (2019) for sampling-related reasons. While Kessler
et al. (2019) partnered with the career services of two universities, recruiting 158 employers, our
interest is in understanding the informativeness of social media for academics as a whole. To
answer this question using incentivized resume rating, we would need to (i) recruit academics
across fields and schools to review CVs, without strong selection into participation, (ii) recruit
sufficiently many academics interested in screening CVs to have statistical power to detect
differences in discrimination, and not only levels, and (iii) credibly promise to use the elicited
preferences to match students to academics (which would require data on a large number of
real students interested in all types of graduate school). We were not able to think of a feasible
strategy to achieve all three of these goals. In addition, even with incentivized resume rating,
a remaining element of deception would likely still be required: one would not want to reveal
that each academic’s choices would be linked with their public tweets.

11Further audit study details are in Appendix C, including the process of name selection, the final names used,
and minor randomizations (e.g. the college of the sender).

12For some departments in which the academic would not work on research per se (e.g. because they compose
music), we used a fourth minor variant which replaces the term “research” with “work” throughout.
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We took several steps to minimize ethical concerns. First, to reduce the burden on aca-
demics, we sent the emails during May when most research academics are not teaching. Sec-
ond, we excluded Black academics from the experiment entirely.13 This means that we did not
take up any time of Black academics who are already underrepresented in academia. Third,
whenever an academic accepted a meeting invite, we sent emails manually to cancel Zoom
meetings promptly and politely. This limited the time cost on a given academic to writing the
reply to one email.

Replies. While we automated the sending of emails, the team classified each email reply man-
ually, as either (i) accepting the meeting request, (ii) declining the meeting request, but sending
a helpful reply (e.g. by directing the student to other resources), or (iii) declining the meeting
request, without a helpful reply. We pre-registered meeting acceptance as our main outcome,
given that meeting acceptance is more welfare-relevant for students than email replies. We
consider meeting acceptance to be a costly prosocial behavior – costly because acceptance ef-
fectively commits the academic to a 20-minute or so online meeting, and prosocial given that
meetings with students outside of an academic’s institution tend to benefit the student rather
than the academic.

Detection on Twitter. We began sending emails in May 2022 with the intention of emailing
all 18,514 academics over a two-week period. Following the launch of the experiment, we
monitored Twitter for any conversation about the audit study. On May 19th, an economist
wrote a tweet thread mentioning their suspicion of our audit study as well as advice on running
audit studies. This tweet got some traction among economists, with 46 retweets and 133 likes by
May 24th.14 To minimize the possibility of mass detection (particularly among fields outside of
economics), we decided on May 19th to not send any further emails. Given this pause, the final
audit sample includes 11,450 academics. As reported earlier, audited academics are similar on
most observables to the non-audited academics (Table A1). We also use a series of analyses
below to show that our findings are unlikely to be explained by academics detecting that the
email was part of an audit study. In addition, we ran the donation experiment, where deception
and detection are ruled out by design.

13With only 1,094 Black academics satisfying the eligibility criteria, 88% of which we classify as Vocal, we
would anyway have had little statistical power to estimate tweet informativeness separately for Black academics.

14As of May 23, 2023 (one year later), the tweet had 44 retweets and 133 likes.
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3.2 Donation Experiment

We ran the donation experiment in late-2023 and early-2024. While less naturalistic, we de-
signed the donation experiment to address three weaknesses of the audit experiment: (i) our
donation measure of racial justice support is fully private, as opposed to email replies which are
visible to the recipient, (ii) there is no deception, and (iii) we can cleanly compare the informa-
tiveness of tweets with a natural (and less visible) benchmark, private statements of support.

We partnered with CloudResearch to recruit participants. We made a screener survey avail-
able to non-Black American Twitter users in CloudResearch’s pool. 6,100 participants com-
pleted the screener and passed an attention check. Of these participants, we sent the donation
survey to the 2,096 participants that (i) are 18 years or older, (ii) consented to sharing their
Twitter handle and having their tweets linked to their survey response, and (iii) have a public
Twitter account with at least 10 tweets, which we verified with manual checks.

1,704 (81.3%) of the 2,096 participants completed the donation survey and passed two atten-
tion checks (see Table A2 for summary statistics). We presented our aim as being “to understand
the relationship between social media, attitudes, and well-being.” Each participant was com-
pensated $2 for completing the survey, and given a $5 bonus, which they could keep or donate
to the NAACP.

The survey begins with demographic questions, followed by questions on social media us-
age, and then questions on psychological well-being. The survey ends with the three most
important questions.

First, we tell the participant that we are supporting the NAACP, explain that the NAACP’s
“vision is to have a world without racism where Black people enjoy equitable opportunities in
thriving communities,” and give a short description of their work (Figure A5). We then say that
“As compensation for answering our survey, you will receive an additional $5. You can choose
to give any or none of that $5 to the NAACP. As with the other questions, your answer will
not be shared with anyone.” The amount donated serves as our private measure of support for
racial justice (or η as in the model). Participants donate $1.56 on average, with 61.3% donating
a positive amount.

Following the donation question, we give participants the opportunity to retweet an NAACP
tweet (Figure A6), and ask the participant how much they support the NAACP on a scale from
0 to 100 (Figure A7). These two questions are asked in random order.15 Each question has a
30-second timer before participants can advance. We did this to give participants enough time to
go into Twitter and retweet, and we applied the timer to both questions to avoid attention-based

15We do not estimate statistically significant order effects (p = 0.75 for the binary retweet variable, p = 0.4 for
the continuous support variable). As a result, we pool the responses in our analysis.
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confounds – for example, retweet behavior could differ from private statements of support if
participants pay more attention to the retweet question, rather than due to forces emphasized by
our model. In the week following the survey, we manually verify on Twitter which participants
retweeted the NAACP tweet (13% retweeted). As in the audit study, this gives us a binary
variable Vocal NAACPi, equal to one if the participant retweeted the NAACP tweet and zero
otherwise.

Improving on the audit experiment, the donation experiment allows us to compare the in-
formativeness of tweeting with that of a private measure of support. To create a measure of
private support comparable to the binary variable Vocal NAACPi, we define a binary variable
Support NAACPi, equal to one if support is greater than a cutoff, with the cutoff chosen such
that the number of participants at or above the cutoff is as close as possible to the number of
participants that retweeted the NAACP retweet. In our case, the cutoff is 79, with 221 partici-
pants declaring support at or above the cutoff, as compared with 222 participants that retweeted
the NAACP tweet.

We designed this approach of comparable binary variables to address two concerns. First,
a continuous measure of support could be more predictive of donations than a binary retweet
variable because the measure is richer (being continuous), rather than through the forces empha-
sized in the model. Second, if we had asked participants a binary yes/no question about support
for the NAACP, we would face problems if the fraction that answered yes was different from the
fraction that retweeted the NAACP tweet. To see this, consider the following example. Suppose
that participants answer “yes” to the support question whenever their racial justice support type
η > k1, and fewer people tweet about racial justice, only those with η > k2 > k1. Here tweet
activity is a simple function of racial justice types – there is no information loss due to different
types pooling on a given action. Nevertheless, the informativeness of the two binary variables
(whether retweeted and whether supported) can differ mechanically: E[η |η > k]−E[η |η ≤ k]

can increase in the cutoff k, decrease, or stay unchanged, depending on the distribution of η .16

In this sense, the difference in informativeness using the binary measure may reflect the dis-
tribution of underlying racial justice support, rather than the information loss described in our
model.

In addition to the NAACP retweet measure of vocality, ideally we would also create a mea-
sure that exactly parallels the measure we used for the audit study. However, changes to Twit-
ter’s academic API made it prohibitively costly to replicate the same measure. Instead, we used
a manual approach. Among the participants eligible to receive the donation survey, we manu-

16For example, measured informativeness is constant in k when η is uniformly distributed. When normally
distributed, measured informativeness is decreasing in k when k < E[η ], but increasing in k when k > E[η ].
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ally scrolled through tweets made between May and October 2020 (the height of tweeting about
racial justice) for the 854 participants that (i) joined Twitter before May 2020, (ii) have at least
five tweets during May to October 2020, (iii) do not tweet in a foreign language, and (iv) do not
have so many tweets that we are prevented by Twitter from scrolling back to October 2020. We
coded whether each user ever opposed, questioned, tweeted neutrally, tweeted some support, or
tweeted heavy support for racial justice efforts. We then constructed Vocali as a binary variable
equal to one if the user had any tweet in support of racial justice efforts and no tweets opposing
or questioning.

3.3 Specifications and Outcomes

Audit Study. To estimate overall racial discrimination of academics on Twitter, we use the
following specification:

Acceptedi = αd(i)+αe(i)+βBlacki + εi (1)

where Acceptedi is a dummy variable equal to one if academic i accepted the meeting invita-
tion,17 αd(i) are university-by-department of academic i fixed effects (equivalent to randomiza-
tion strata), and αe(i) are major-by-minor email type fixed effects.

Blacki is a dummy variable equal to one if academic i received an email from a purportedly
Black student. We cluster standard errors at the university-by-department-by-sender name-
level, the level of treatment, with up to four clusters per university-by-department. Balance
checks are consistent with the randomization being carried out successfully (Table A3).

For the more important test of whether discriminatory behavior differs by racial justice
tweeting, we estimate:

Acceptedi = αd(i)+αe(i)+ γ1Blacki

+ γ2 (Blacki ×Vocali)+ γ3Vocali

+∑
j

θ j

(
Blacki ×X j

i

)
+∑

k
ηkXk

i + εi

(2)

where γ2 is the key coefficient, Vocali is a dummy variable equal to one for those automatically
classified as having signalled support for racial justice, and the set of controls X j

i (with levels
and interactions with Blacki) varies across specifications.

17We last checked the email accounts eight weeks after we sent emails. The vast majority of responses came
much earlier (Figure A8).
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The interpretation of γ2 depends on the set of interacted controls we include in the regres-
sion. In particular, the coefficient tells us the signal conveyed by racial justice tweets over and
above the information contained in the controls. Without any interacted controls, γ2 answers
the question: what is the unconditional difference in discriminatory behavior between Vocal
and Silent academics? In most cases, the more relevant comparison would be conditional. For
example, as we have equated Vocal status to having ever tweeted about racial justice, academics
that tweet more are more likely to be Vocal than those who tweet less (Figure A4). For a student
scrolling Twitter, the relevant question may be: knowing that professors X and Y both tweet a
similar amount, what additional information about discriminatory behavior is conveyed by the
fact that X tweets about racial justice while Y does not? Going further, the student may know
the gender and race of X and Y, the institution at which they teach, and perhaps even finer
details. What is the signal of a racial justice tweet over and above this information?

To allow for different possible information sets of onlookers, we estimate specification 2
with different sets of interacted controls, with the full set of controls including measures of
Twitter activity, basic demographics, university and department fixed effects, and measures of
political preferences.

Donation Experiment. To estimate the informativeness of racial justice tweets for donations,
we use the following specification:

Donationi = α +φVocal NAACPi +∑
k

ζkXk
i + εi (3)

where Donationi is the amount in dollars donated to the NAACP (from $0 to $5) and Vocal NAACPi

is a dummy variable equal to one if participant i retweeted the NAACP tweet. We also estimate
the specification using the manually-coded measure of vocality based on past tweets, Vocali, in-
stead of Vocal NAACPi. As with the audit analysis, we estimate unconditional informativeness
by omitting the covariates Xk

i , and for conditional informativeness, we include the following
covariates: number of posts per month since joining Twitter (replaced with the number of posts
made from May to October 2020 for the specification with Vocali), a dummy variable for fe-
male, dummy variables for six income categories (less than $25,000, $25,000 to $49,999, etc.,
with the final category being $150,000 or more), dummy variables for five categories of political
views (very liberal, liberal, moderate, conservative, and very conservative), a dummy variable
for non-White, a dummy variable for Hispanic, and age. We estimate robust standard errors.

To test for the informativeness of the binary support variable, we estimate the same spec-
ification, replacing Vocal NAACPi with Support NAACPi. We then use a stacked specifi-
cation to test for equality of the φ̂ coefficients estimated separately for Vocal NAACPi and
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Support NAACPi.

4 What Do Racial Justice Tweets Signal?

4.1 Discrimination in the Audit Experiment

Overall Discrimination. We do not detect racial discrimination in the full sample – academics
accept 30.6% of emails from distinctively White names, and 29.8% of emails from distinctively
Black names (p = 0.31 for the difference, Figure 1). Tweeting academics discriminate against
Black individuals less than the 2.1 percentage points found among large US employers (Kline
et al. 2022), and less than the 8 percentage points found in a representative sample of over 6,000
academics audited in 2010 (Milkman et al. 2012).

Signalling Discrimination. Silent academics are 5.3 percentage points (18%) less likely to
accept a meeting with a Black student (p < 0.001, Figure 1), whereas Vocal academics are 1.9
percentage points (6%) more likely to accept a meeting with a Black student (p = 0.07). The
difference in discrimination is then 7.2 percentage points (p < 0.001). In this setting, academic
Twitter is racially unbiased overall because the pro-Black bias of the Vocal academics almost
exactly offsets the anti-Black bias of the Silent academics.18

Vocal and Silent academics treat emails from distinctively White names similarly – while
the raw White student acceptance rate is 0.8 percentage points higher for Vocal than for Silent
academics, we cannot reject the null of no effect (p = 0.65). If these results generalize to other
faculty-student interactions, we would conclude that White students have similar experiences
with Silent and Vocal academics. In contrast, Black students are 37% more likely to secure a
meeting with a Vocal than with a Silent academic. In this world, where Vocal academics treat
White students similarly and Black students better than Silent academics, Black students may
have a difficult time convincing their White classmates of their experiences – it is as if the two
groups of students see the world through different lenses.

Supporting Marginalized Students. Racial justice tweets signal greater support for Black stu-
dents. They also signal less overall bias – the absolute racial gap in meeting acceptance is 1.9

18While we pre-registered meeting acceptance as our main outcome, our findings are similar if we look at
effects on whether the academic accepted the meeting or sent a helpful email reply (Figure A9), or on whether
the academic replied at all (Figure A10). The one qualitative difference is that for each outcome we cannot reject
the null hypothesis that Vocal academics treat Black and White students equally. This suggests that the favoritism
towards Black students in Figure 1 comes from the margin of academics accepting a meeting rather than declining
while still being helpful.
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percentage points for Vocal academics versus 5.3 percentage points for Silent academics. Are
tweets primarily a signal of support for minorities? Or a signal of less bias? To answer this
question, we turn to the first-generation student randomization, given their underrepresentation
across academic fields (Schultz et al. 2022).

Overall, tweeting academics are 3.2 percentage points more likely to accept meetings with
students that reference their first-generation status (p< 0.001, Figure A11). This finding echoes
recent audit evidence that minorities benefit from explicitly mentioning their demographic iden-
tity when requesting help (Kirgios et al. 2022). The first-generation advantage is driven en-
tirely by the Vocal academics, who favor first-generation students by 5.8 percentage points
(p < 0.001) – unlike racial discrimination, here the Vocal academics are more biased than Silent
academics.

We see the same pattern for gender. Academics overall are 4.3 percentage points more
likely to accept meetings from distinctively female names (p < 0.001, Figure A12), similar to
evidence of gender gaps elsewhere in academia – in the past 20 years, women were more likely
to be selected as members of prestigious national academies than men with similar records
(Card et al. 2023). Like first-generation student discrimination, Vocal academics discriminate
more in favor of women than Silent academics (p = 0.03).

White Males and Sorting. One way to summarize our results across the three dimensions (race,
gender, and first-generation status) is to group together the 7/8 of students that belong to any
underrepresented group (Black, female, or first-generation) and compare their meeting success
rate with the remaining 1/8 of students: White males with no mention of first-generation status.
While this exercise unmasks new findings, we caveat that the comparison of 1/8 versus 7/8 of
the emails is lower-powered than our earlier comparisons of 1/2 versus 1/2.

Vocal academics are 9.1 percentage points (27%) less likely to accept a meeting with a
White male student than with an underrepresented minority student (Figure 2). This large gap
was masked in the previous figures, where given the design of the experiment, 75% of the
disfavored category (e.g. White) belonged to at least one underrepresented group. In contrast,
we cannot reject the null that Silent professors treat the two groups equally (p = 0.64), although
given the lack of statistical power, the 95% confidence interval is large – ranging from 5.1
percentage points discrimination against underrepresented minorities to 3.1 percentage points
discrimination against White males.19

19We also note that the estimate of the gap from the specification without strata and email type fixed effects
(28.7− 26.6 = 2.1) is somewhat larger in this case than the estimate after including strata and email type fixed
effects (1 percentage point). As with the previous figures, the p-value of 0.64 comes from the specification with
strata and email type fixed effects, while without strata and email type effects, the p-value is 0.3.
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Next, we compare the overall level of meeting acceptances between Vocal and Silent aca-
demics. Recall that Vocal academics accept more meeting requests from White students (Figure
1), regular students (Figure A11), and male students (Figure A12) than Silent academics. These
differences are driven by the presence of underrepresented minority students in each of those
three groups. In particular, when we look at only White male non-first-generation students,
Vocal academics accept 4.4 percentage points fewer meeting requests than Silent academics
(Figure 2, p = 0.06).

Our pattern of results reveal a force toward sorting. Other things equal, in the real world
White male students would be more likely to actually meet with Silent professors, while un-
derrepresented minority students would be more likely to meet with Vocal professors.20 Such
sorting may serve to reinforce the views of both sets of academics, to the extent that ingroup
and outgroup contact affects attitudes toward race and diversity.

The Intensive Margin. Our results show signalling along the extensive margin: racial justice
ever-tweeters discriminate more in favor of students from underrepresented groups than racial
justice never-tweeters. To explore signalling on the intensive margin, we split the set of Vocal
academics into two groups: those with a percentage of racial justice tweets below versus above
the median. We call these two sets of academics the “Rarely Vocal” and the “Regularly Vocal.”

Rarely Vocal academics are close to unbiased, accepting 30.4% of meeting requests from
White students, and 31% from Black students (p = 0.39 for the difference using the specifica-
tion with strata and email fixed effects, Figure A13). Regularly Vocal academics favor Black
students by 3.2 percentage points (p = 0.01). Academics who tweet more often about racial
justice show more support for Black students than academics who tweet less often about racial
justice.

In contrast, the Regularly Vocal are no more likely than the Rarely Vocal to favor first-
generation and female students (Figures A14 and A15). So while the extensive margin of racial
justice tweets signals support for three types of marginalized students, the intensive margin
carries a narrower informativeness: only signalling about racial bias. Put another way, silence
speaks louder than words.

Conditional Signalling. Our results so far make unconditional comparisons between Vocal and
Silent academics. But as referred to earlier, Vocal and Silent academics differ along many di-
mensions other than their racial justice tweets: for example, Vocal academics are more likely to
be female and Democrat-leaning (Figure A4). More mechanically, they tweet more often. Is vo-

20For a systematic study of homophily in students’ social networks, see Jackson et al. (2023).
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cality merely proxying for these other dimensions, or does vocality predict racial discrimination
above and beyond these other observables? We answer this question in Figure 3.

The far-left coefficient replicates our earlier result: Vocal academics discriminate against
Black students 7.3 percentage points less than Silent academics (when including strata and
email fixed effects). The coefficient falls slightly, to 7 percentage points, when conditioning on
the number of tweets. Vocality is then not just capturing the fact that Vocal academics tweet
more, and that those that tweet more discriminate less. The coefficient falls gradually as we add
more controls: gender, race/ethnicity, position, university, and department fixed effects. With
these controls the coefficient falls to 5.3 – smaller, though still statistically significant at the 1%
level. These controls likely constitute a common information set of prospective students. Given
this, we will refer back to this particular measure of conditional informativeness below.

While students are perhaps less likely to know the political views of prospective advisors,
controlling for our three measures of political views barely changes the informativeness of racial
justice tweets. So even students with this richer information set can learn from the tweets of
their professors.

Most other factors we measure do not predict discriminatory behaviors enough for us to
reject the null hypothesis of no effect. This is the case when including each interacted factor
one-by-one (Figure A16) or when including all interacted factors at once (Figure A17). Focus-
ing on the latter, only two variables are statistically significant predictors of discrimination –
Vocal academics discriminate against Black students 5.6 percentage points less (p = 0.01) and
academics at universities ranked in the top-50 discriminate 5.2 percentage points less (p= 0.02),
other things equal. In terms of the magnitude of the point estimate, Vocality is in fact the sin-
gle most predictive variable of racial discrimination, whether considering unconditional (Figure
A16) or conditional predictiveness (Figure A17). However, given the imprecision of the esti-
mates, we cannot statistically reject equality of the Vocal interaction with several other interac-
tion terms.

Detecting Detection. Suspicion of the fictitious nature of our emails is more likely in our set-
ting than others – after all, academics essentially invented the audit method. Two patterns of
detection and behavior would make our results particularly misleading. First, if emails from
distinctively Black names raise more suspicion than those from distinctively White names,21

and if academics respond less when suspicious, racial gaps in responses may be unrelated to ac-
tual discriminatory behaviors. Second, even if suspicion is not affected by race, it could be the

21Given that Black students are underrepresented in graduate studies, a Bayesian should think that emails from
Black students are more likely to be fictitious than emails from White students.
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case that (i) Vocal academics are more likely to be suspicious (perhaps because they are more
familiar with audit studies, being more interested in racial justice), and (ii) when suspicious, so-
cial signalling concerns drive these academics to reply more to Black names than White names.
Either of these two cases could explain our findings, even if Silent and Vocal academics are
equally likely to discriminate against Black students in daily interactions. Given this concern,
we report a series of checks.

First, out of the 16 academics that explicitly noted suspicion in their email reply, we note
that seven received an email from a Black name and nine from a White name. This gives some
evidence against the first of the two main concerns – that emails from Black names are thought
to be more likely to be fictitious.

Second, our core findings are very similar when we use samples and outcomes less subject
to detection concerns (Figure A18 for race, and Figures A19 and A20 for first-generation status
and gender). In particular, the patterns of racial discrimination of the Silent and Vocal are similar
when we drop academics in fields more familiar with audit studies: either those in Economics,
Political Science, Sociology, and Business (12.4% of the sample), or all of those in the Social
Sciences (25% of the sample). The results are also similar if we drop the 7% of academics to
whom we sent more generic emails – not mentioning the specific field of the academic, which
could arouse more suspicion. Next, assuming that suspicion is more likely when academics see
that colleagues have received similar emails, we show that the results are similar when we drop
university-departments that received either more than ten, or more than five, emails. Finally,
based on the same idea that discussion between academics might increase suspicion, we show
that the findings are similar when we define the outcome as accepting the meeting within one
day (likely without having the time to discuss the email with other academics), or within three
days.

Third, we use an accounting exercise to ask: assuming that there is no true difference in
discrimination between Silent and Vocal academics, what percentage of academics would need
to be suspicious to fully explain a difference in racial discrimination of 7.3 percentage points?
For this exercise, we make the following assumptions: (i) Silent academics never detect the
audit (a conservative assumption if detection makes academics weakly more likely to avoid anti-
Black discrimination), (ii) some percentage X of the Vocal detect the audit, while the remaining
(100-X)% act as they would in real life, (iii) true racial discrimination is the same for Vocal and
Silent academics, at 5.3 percentage points, and (iv) Vocal detectors accept meetings only when
the student is Black, with 30% overall acceptance (a particularly extreme assumption, giving
the Vocal detectors a 60 percentage point discrimination rate). Even under these conservative
assumptions, we would need at least 11.2% of the Vocal academics to have detected the audit to
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fully explain our core unconditional signalling result.22 We find this number relatively unlikely,
especially for fields outside of the Social Sciences.

Our checks give some evidence against detection driving our results. However, since the true
prevalence and patterns of detection are unobserved, we cannot fully rule out the possibility of
detection affecting our results. To address this weakness, we ran the donation experiment – a
non-deceptive experiment in which the threat of detection is ruled out by design.

4.2 Tweeting and Donations to the NAACP

Our audit experiment establishes that racial justice tweets are highly predictive of discrimina-
tory behaviors, even once we condition on other factors observable to students. We replicate
this result in the donation experiment, which addresses two weaknesses of the audit experiment.
First, there is no deception in the donation experiment, and hence no concern of detection bias-
ing behavior. Second, the donation outcome is more private than an academic’s email response
– and thus a closer proxy to the private racial justice support type, η , in the model.

We replicate the unconditional informativeness result in Figure 4. Participants that did not
retweet the NAACP tweet (87% of participants) donated $1.46, or 29%, of their survey incentive
to the NAACP. Participants that retweeted the NAACP tweet gave $2.24, 53% more than non-
retweeting participants.

One concern with this result is that the retweeting behavior is not naturalistic – it follows
an explicit nudge in an online survey, which itself follows a question asking for a donation
decision. The selection into retweeting the NAACP, based on private types, may differ from the
selection into tweeting about racial justice outside of the experiment. To explore this, we use
our manually coded measure of racial justice-tweeting behavior during March to October 2020.
We find the same result. Participants that were Vocal in 2020 donate 53% more to the NAACP
several years later than participants that were Silent in 2020 (right-hand panel, Figure 4).

As with the audit-measured behaviors, tweets are also conditionally predictive: racial jus-
tice tweeters donate more to the NAACP even after conditioning on gender, income, politics,
race/ethnicity, and age (Figure A21).

22Note that this is a much stronger statement than requiring 11.2% of the Vocal academics to be familiar with
the audit study methodology. We are requiring them to recognize that our email was fictitious. This reaction is
plausible for those for whom the audit method is top-of-mind, but less so for those who are familiar with the
method but work in a field that does not use audit studies.
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4.3 When Are Tweets More Informative?

We have rejected the possibility of an uninformative equilibrium – racial justice tweets predict
racial discrimination and charitable donations, both unconditionally and conditionally. Next,
we use three approaches to test the key comparative static from the model in Section 2 – that
informativeness is weakly falling in signalling stakes. First, we compare tweet informativeness
immediately after the murder of George Floyd (a period of high signalling returns to tweeting),
with informativeness some months later. Second, we compare the informativeness of the most
visible type of tweets (original tweets), to the informativeness of other types of tweets (replies,
retweets, quote retweets). Third, using the donation experiment, we compare the informative-
ness of NAACP retweets with that of private statements of support. While each of the three
sources of variation has weaknesses, they tell a consistent story: higher signalling stakes reduce
informativeness.

George Floyd. Racial justice tweets among non-Black academics were rare in early-2020, but
spiked following the murder of George Floyd by a White police officer on May 25th (Figure
A22). After a month or so, racial justice tweets became less common again, though more
common than in early-2020. We split 2020 into three periods: the pre-period (January 1 to
May 24), the during-period (May 25 to June 30), and the post-period (July 1 to November
30). We think of the during-period as a period of high social pressure to tweet about racial
justice, or more generally, as a period of higher incentives to signal low racial bias (captured
in the model as an increase in v). For example, this was a period in which academics would
sometimes be publicly called out for remaining silent on the topic. Our model predicts that
informativeness should be weakly higher (and strictly higher using the more general model of
Frankel and Kartik (2019)) in the post-period than in the during-period, given that the incentives
to signal are weaker. The prediction for informativeness in the during-period relative to the pre-
period is more ambiguous: while signalling incentives are surely higher in the during-period
than the pre-period, the distribution of underlying racial bias of academics is also likely to have
changed, with academics getting exposure to many more cases of racial injustice (Reny and
Newman 2021). Thus we focus on the during- versus post-period comparison.

With our focus now on testing for differences in informativeness, our primary tests use a
continuous measure of racial justice signalling – the winsorized percentage of a user’s tweets
that are about racial justice – rather than the binary measure Vocali.23 We do this for the reason
discussed at the end of Section 3.2 – an issue with the binary measure is that we could find

23We winsorize continuous measures at the 99th percentile to reduce the influence of outlying observations (see
Figure A23 for the distribution of the main continuous measures we use, along with the 99th percentile).
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that empirical informativeness changes even in the absence of information loss as defined in the
model. The continuous measure is less subject to this critique, though it is not immune, since it
is censored at zero. In any case, we also report similar findings using the binary measure.

During the pre-period, 17% of audited academics tweeted at least once about racial justice.
The low percentage makes this period’s estimates the most imprecise, though there is evidence
for unconditional and conditional informativeness – a one percentage point increase in racial
justice tweets is associated with roughly three percentage points less anti-Black discrimination
(p < 0.02, Figure 5). The point estimates for the during-period, when 49% of academics are
Vocal, are much smaller, though more precisely estimated – an unconditional informativeness
of 0.17 percentage points (p = 0.02), and a conditional difference in discrimination of 0.11
percentage points (p = 0.16). During the height of racial justice tweeting, we cannot reject the
null hypothesis that racial justice tweets are uninformative when basic observable characteristics
are known.

Consistent with the model’s partial pooling equilibrium, informativeness is substantially
higher in the post-period – unconditional informativeness is 1.2 percentage points (p < 0.01)
and conditional informativeness is 0.94 percentage points (p = 0.01). We can reject that during-
versus post-period informativeness is equal (p < 0.01 for unconditional, p = 0.02 for condi-
tional). When using Twitter, rational belief updating about racial discrimination should take
into account the current popularity of racial justice tweets. A Bayesian updates much more
from seeing one racial justice tweet when such tweets are unpopular than when they are popu-
lar.

The key pattern of during- versus post-period informativeness is similar with the binary
measure (Figure A24). Unconditional informativeness in the post-period is 57% higher than in
the during-period, while conditional informativeness is roughly twice as high, though we have
less power to reject the null that during- and post-period informativeness are equal (p = 0.13
and p = 0.19). The conclusion is also unchanged when we horse-race during-period vocality
against post-period vocality in the same regression (Table 1). Whether considering uncondi-
tional informativeness (columns 1 and 3) or conditional informativeness (columns 2 and 4),
racial justice tweets immediately after the murder of George Floyd are uninformative of dis-
criminatory behavior, while racial justice tweets months later are highly informative.

To the extent that the increase in informativeness is due to the fall in social pressure and
scrutiny, the results here highlight a tradeoff: while scrutiny increases awareness of racial injus-
tice, through prompting more academics to tweet and retweet, scrutiny also reduces the infor-
mational benefits of social media.
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Tweet Type. Some types of tweets give more credit and visibility to the agent that tweets.
Original tweets are composed fully by the agent (high-credit), whereas retweets involve the
agent amplifying an original tweet composed by someone else (lower credit, and lower visibility
given that the agent’s name appears less prominently to others in the Twitter feed). Quote
retweets are similar, although they include extra text added by the agent, and tweet replies are
similar in that they are less visible to others, as they are less likely to appear on the Twitter feed.
Given this, we compare the informativeness of original tweets (high-credit) with non-original
tweets (low-credit) in Table 2, decomposing the total percentage of racial justice tweets into its
additive components by tweet type.24 In addition, to ensure that informativeness is driven by
the numerator (the number of racial justice tweets), rather than the denominator (the number of
total tweets), we include the full set of Twitter activity levels and interactions throughout.

Columns 1 and 2 replicate our earlier result with the continuous measure. For each addi-
tional 1% of racial justice tweets of any type, academics discriminate against Black students
1.62 percentage points less (column 1). This difference falls to 1.38 percentage points after
adding the full set of controls and interactions – gender, race/ethnicity, position, university, and
department (column 2). Consistent with the model, this informativeness is fully driven by the
non-original tweets, with original tweets being completely uninformative (columns 3 and 4),
although we lack power to reject the two coefficients (p = 0.18 and p = 0.26).

Breaking up the racial justice tweets into their four components, we see that original tweets
are the least predictive (columns 5 and 6), and we can almost reject the null hypothesis that
original tweets are as informative as retweets (p = 0.1 and p = 0.16). Quote tweets and replies
are the most informative, although the least precisely estimated.

The results in columns 5 and 6 suggest that credit is the distinguishing feature of types of
tweets – tweets composed fully by the agent are the least informative. Informativeness instead
comes only from the tweets that amplify the voices of others (retweets and quote retweets) or
contribute to conversations started by others (tweet replies).25

24The continuous measure of racial justice signalling has an additional advantage here. In particular, a com-
parison of the informativeness of a dummy variable for any racial justice retweet with a dummy variable for any
racial justice non-retweet is not comparing like-for-like. For example, if the mean number of racial justice retweets
among those with at least one was 20, and the equivalent mean for racial justice non-retweets was 10, we would
effectively be comparing the informativeness of 20 racial justice retweets with that of 10 racial justice non-retweets.

25While we focus on differences in visibility between retweets and original tweets (voriginal > vretweet in the
model), we might also think that there are differences in costs. For example, suppose that the high racial justice
support type has c = 0 for both retweets and original tweets, but the low-support type has cretweet > 0 for retweets,
and coriginal > cretweet for original tweets – perhaps because original tweets require an additional cost of thinking
through the appropriate language to use when talking about racial justice; language that is more familiar to high-
support types. In the partial pooling equilibrium (Proposition 1.2), the informativeness of retweets is greater than
that of original tweets only if voriginal

vretweet
>

coriginal
cretweet

. Our findings in Table 2 can then be taken as evidence that the
relative visibility of original tweets to retweets is larger than the relative cost.
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Private Statements of Support vs. Retweets. We have shown that two types of visibility on
Twitter lead to information loss: the visibility of the tweet type, and the visibility (and scrutiny)
of tweets in general. These results motivate a third question: in the best-case-scenario of low-
scrutiny and low-credit retweets, is there still information loss relative to a counterfactual of
private statements of support for racial justice? For this, we turn to our donation experiment –
an experiment explicitly designed to give comparable binary measures of support and retweet
behavior, enabling a horse race between the informativeness of retweets versus private state-
ments.26

Both the binary retweet and support variables are highly unconditionally informative of
NAACP donations (top-left panel, Figure 6). Retweeters give $0.78 more than non-retweeters,
and supporters give $1.01 more than non-supporters. Retweets are then 23% less informative
than private support, although we do not have the power to reject equality at conventional levels
(p = 0.19). Once we condition on other observables, informativeness of both retweets and
support drops somewhat, with retweets remaining 25% less informative (p = 0.3).

In the model, information loss is a result of low types pooling with high types – tweeting
about racial justice in the absence of true support. In reality, there could be a second source
of information loss not predicted by the model – some high types could pool with low types,
deciding not to tweet about racial justice despite being supportive. Such behavior could be mo-
tivated by a desire to take altruistic action without seeking any public acclaim. To test this, we
compare the NAACP retweeting and private statements of support of the 39% of participants
that gave nothing to the NAACP, and the 15% of participants that gave all $5 to the NAACP
(bottom panel, Figure 6). The results show suggestive support for the model: low types are 36%
more likely to retweet the NAACP retweet than to privately report support above the calibrated
threshold (p = 0.11), whereas high types are similarly likely to retweet and support (p = 0.66
for the difference).27

Discussion. Consistent with the model’s partial pooling equilibrium, we find three pieces of ev-
idence of signalling stakes reducing informativeness: racial justice tweets in the high-scrutiny
aftermath of George Floyd’s murder become nearly-uninformative, high-credit original tweets

26Our exercise here is inspired by Braghieri (2024), who finds that public statements on politically sensitive top-
ics are less informative than private statements. Here we test for the effect of the bundle of attributes that comprise
social media, with one attribute being signalling concerns, and others including social influence and awareness-
raising. I.e. it could be the case that signalling concerns alone reduces informativeness, but that signalling concerns
bundled with influence has no net effect on informativeness.

27In this exercise, different from our study of academics in which we did not observe η for each individual,
we can also directly calculate the mutual information between donations and private or public support (following
Braghieri 2024). We see similar p-values for a test of the difference in mutual information between donation and
each support measure.
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are less informative than low-credit retweets, and NAACP retweets are somewhat less informa-
tive than private statements of support. While each of the three tests is imperfect, collectively
they suggest that (i) tweets span nearly the entire spectrum of informativeness, and (ii) visibility
and scrutiny of tweets drives information loss.

4.4 What Do Audiences Believe About Informativeness?

Having characterized informativeness, we finish the paper by characterizing audience beliefs

about informativeness. In the model’s partial pooling equilibrium, a higher fraction of sophis-
ticated agents (s) serves to reduce informativeness ( c

vs ). While we cannot test this comparative
static directly, we use a survey of graduate students to shed light on the extent of sophistication.

Using publicly available email addresses, we sent a survey in late-2022 to 10,839 doctoral
students at top-80 US universities (see Appendix G for sampling and other details). 1,752
students (16.2%) completed the survey (515 Black and 1,237 non-Black). In the survey, we
described our audit experiment in detail, and asked each student to predict the meeting accep-
tance rate for distinctively Black names, separately for the full sample, the Vocal academics,
and the Silent academics (see Appendix H for survey wording). In each of the three cases, we
gave the true acceptance rate for White students as a benchmark. To incentivize predictions, we
randomly assigned half of the students to receive one additional lottery ticket for one of four
$250 cash prizes for each accurate guess. We report summary statistics of the graduate student
sample in Table A4. Similar to our academics, the students skew left-wing – only 4% of Black
students and 4% of non-Black students self-identify as conservative or very conservative.

Predicting Discrimination. Most students overestimate how much academics discriminate against
Black students: 84% predict anti-Black discrimination to be above the upper bound of our es-
timate’s 95% confidence interval, 5% predict it to be within our confidence interval, and 11%
predict it to be below its lower bound, meaning that they predict that Black students will be
favored by at least 0.77 percentage points (Figure 7). We will call these three types of people
overestimators, accurate, and underestimators, from now.

When guessing separately for Silent and Vocal academics, on average students correctly an-
ticipate that Vocal academics discriminate less against Black students than Silent academics, but
in both cases, they again tend to overestimate anti-Black discrimination. For Silent academics,
72% overestimate discrimination, while for Vocal academics, 74% overestimate. Though we
find that Vocal academics discriminate in favor of Black students, 75% of students predict that
Vocal academics discriminate in favor of White students.

Non-Black students predict less anti-Black discrimination than Black students, and center-
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or right-leaning students predict less than left-leaning students. Even so, the median non-Black
and the median right-leaning student overestimates anti-Black discrimination.

Predicting Informativeness. Students make more accurate predictions about informativeness:
29% make a guess for unconditional informativeness within our confidence interval. Among
the remaining guesses, students are over twice as likely to underestimate than overestimate
informativeness. This finding suggests that the fundamental attribution error (Jones and Harris
1967; Andre 2021) – the overattribution of behavior (e.g. tweets) to personality traits (e.g. racial
bias) rather than situational factors (e.g. signalling incentives) – is not the key source of biased
beliefs in our context. Instead, following the model, the high fraction of skeptical receivers can
help rationalize why the equilibrium is informative overall.

Unlike predictions about discrimination, predictions about informativeness are similar by
race. In addition, despite our prior that ‘virtue signaller’ is a pejorative used more by the politi-
cal right, liberals and moderates make similar predictions about informativeness.28

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper characterizes the informativeness of tweets about racial justice. Despite the cheap
talk and large audience features of social media, we rule out the possibility of an uninformative
equilibrium. Academics that tweet about racial justice behave substantially differently from
those that do not – discriminating less against Black students, and more in favor of both female
and first-generation students. Similarly, Americans that tweet about racial justice donate 53%
more to the NAACP than those that do not. Nevertheless, consistent with theory, we do find
that visibility-enhancing features of social media reduce informativeness, ruling out the other
extreme case of a fully-separating equilibrium. Tweets are not created equal: low-visibility
retweets are more informative than high-visibility original tweets; racial justice tweets during
low-pressure periods are more informative than those when racial justice support is under the
spotlight. In addition, we see some evidence that private statements of support remain more
predictive than retweets. Collectively, these results demonstrate that the design of social media
platforms will matter for information revelation in equilibrium. For example, the informative-
ness of retweets suggests that platforms can increase informativeness without needing to resort

28While we explicitly asked the graduate students to make predictions for the top-150 universities (Appendix
H), students may have instead substituted an easier question, and made predictions for their own top-80 universities.
Encouragingly, our conclusions are unchanged if we instead use the audit results for only the top-80 universities to
benchmark the student predictions (Figure A25).
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to anonymity (which would be self-defeating, since the signal of a tweet could no longer be
connected with the author), by reducing the salience of the name of a post’s author.

Several questions merit further study. First, our analysis has taken a social media platform
as given, but future work might study the effects of changes to platform features on informa-
tiveness. For example, algorithms that reduce the reach of tweets, and thus visibility, might
reduce information loss. Second, informativeness may change if informativeness is publicized,
increasing the fraction of sophisticated onlookers. In the model, this weakly reduces infor-
mativeness, as more low racial justice support individuals start tweeting about racial justice.
Future work could explore this by randomizing information about equilibrium informativeness
and measuring subsequent social media activity. Third, work could explore the source of stu-
dent misperceptions. One hypothesis is that hypocrisy is more memorable than consistency,
leading people to underestimate the informativeness of the equilibrium. Finally, work could
correct student misperceptions in the spirit of Bursztyn et al. (2020a), and evaluate effects on
advisor choice and related behaviors.
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Figure 1: Silent Academics Discriminate Against Black Students, Vocal Academics Discriminate (Somewhat) Against White Students
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted meeting requests from distinctively White and distinctively Black names. The Full
Sample includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). Vocal academics are those that tweeted at least once about racial justice from
January 2020 to March 2022. Silent academics are those that did not. The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of Acceptedi on
dummy variables for White and Black email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a regression on dummy variables for White email sender to
Silent academic, White email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black email sender (to the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values come from
the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD (diff-in-diff) p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates across Vocal
and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure 2: Vocal Academics Discriminate Against White Males
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted meeting requests from distinctively White male names with no mention of first-generation
status (1/8 of emails) vs. emails from distinctively Black names or female names, or emails that mention first-generation status (7/8 of emails). The Full Sample
includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of Acceptedi on
dummy variables for White male and Black/female/first-generation email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a regression on dummy variables
for White male email sender to Silent academic, White male email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black/female/first-generation email sender (to
the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD (diff-in-diff)
p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates across Vocal and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-
department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure 3: Vocal Academics Discriminate Less Against Black Students, Even After Adding Controls
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Notes: The figure shows how the difference in discrimination between Vocal and Silent academics (γ̂2 from specification 2) changes as the set of X j
i covariates

change. γ̂2 > 0 indicates that Vocal academics discriminate against Black students less than Silent academics. The covariates are: (1) Number of Tweets: the
number of original tweets, reply tweets, retweets, quote tweets, and quote reply tweets, all for the period January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022; (2) dummy
variable for female, dummy variables for Assistant Professor and Associate Professor, dummy variables for race/ethnicity; (3) includes both the tweet variables
from (1) and the demographics variables from (2); (4) adds university fixed effects; (5) adds broad department dummy variables (seven departments, e.g.
Social Sciences); (6) replaces broad departments with narrowly defined department dummy variables (75 departments, e.g. Economics); (7) adds Blindspotter-
measured percentage left, percentage center (percentage right is omitted), dummy variable for missing because profile is private, dummy variable for missing
because of insufficient content; (8) adds number of political accounts followed, percentage of political accounts followed that are Democrats, dummy variable
for at least one political account followed, dummy variable for follow zero accounts, and dummy variable for missing following data (e.g. because profile is
private); and (9) adds dummy variable for contributed to Democrats, dummy variable for contributed to Republicans, total contributions to Democrats, and total
contributions to Republicans, all for the period January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022. Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender
name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 4: Vocal Participants Donate 53% More to the NAACP
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Notes: The figure shows the mean NAACP donation (ranging from $0 to $5) for participants in the donation
experiment that (i) did versus did not retweet the NAACP tweet, and (ii) tweeted in support of racial justice during
May to October 2020 versus did not. The latter is shown only for the subsample for which we could manually code
tweets made from May to October 2020. 95% confidence intervals are shown.

Figure 5: Informativeness Is Higher When Fewer People Are Tweeting About Racial Justice
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Notes: The figure shows how tweet informativeness (γ̂2 from specification 2, though with Vocal (%)i replacing
Vocali) changes before, during, and after the murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020. Vocal (%)i is the percent-
age of academic i’s tweets that are about racial justice, winsorized at the 99th percentile, and set to zero (rather
than undefined) for academics that did not tweet at all in a given period. 17% of the 11,450 audited academics
tweeted about racial justice at least once during January 1 to May 24, rising to 49% during May 25 to June 30, and
falling to 38% during July 1 to November 30. The unconditional estimate denotes the reduction in audit-measured
anti-Black discrimination associated with a one percentage point increase in the percentage of racial justice tweets
(Vocal (%)i). The conditional estimate denotes the conditional difference in discrimination, using the fourth-from-
the-right specification from Figure 3. Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender
name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 6: NAACP Retweets Are Somewhat Less Informative Than Private Statements of Sup-
port
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Notes: The top panel shows how the informativeness of NAACP retweets in the donation experiment (φ̂ from
specification 3) compares with the informativeness of the privately-reported binary measure of support for the
NAACP. As an example, the left-hand-side coefficient tells us that participants that retweeted the NAACP retweet
donated roughly $0.78 more of their survey incentive to the NAACP than participants that did not retweet. The two
right-hand-side coefficients consider informativeness conditional on the following controls: number of posts per
month since joining Twitter, dummy variable for female, dummy variables for income categories, dummy variables
for political views, dummy variables for non-White and Hispanic, and age. The bottom panel explores the source
of the information loss, whether low-donation types (those that gave nothing to the NAACP) retweeting more than
supporting, or high-donation types (those that gave the full $5 to the NAACP) retweeting less than supporting.
95% confidence intervals are shown for both panels, based on robust standard errors.
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Figure 7: Students Overestimate Discrimination and Tend to Underestimate Informativeness
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Notes: The figure shows our audit study estimates and 95% confidence intervals in purple (following Figure A18). Difference is the unconditional difference
in racial discrimination between Vocal and Silent academics, which is positive if Vocal academics are more pro-Black than Silent academics. The diamonds
denote the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of student predictions, separately by (i) students that self-identify as Black or African American versus students that
do not, and (ii) students that describe their political views as liberal or very liberal versus those that describe their political views as moderate, conservative,
or very conservative. Before making predictions, students were informed of the meeting acceptance rate for distinctively White student names, separately for
Silent and Vocal academics.
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Table 1: Racial Justice Tweets Are More Informative When Fewer People Are Tweeting About
Racial Justice

Meeting Accepted (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Black × Vocal (%) During George Floyd 0.10 0.06
(0.08) (0.08)

Black × Vocal (%) After George Floyd 1.08*** 0.89**
(0.36) (0.38)

Black × Vocal (Binary) During George Floyd 1.53 0.71
(2.10) (2.15)

Black × Vocal (Binary) After George Floyd 6.87*** 5.33**
(2.17) (2.32)

Observations 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393
Strata Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Email Type Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Interacted Controls No Yes No Yes
p-value (Black × During = Black × After) .012 .044 .15 .22

Notes: All regressions also include level variables for the interaction terms. Meeting Accepted is equal to 100 if the
academic accepted the meeting request, and zero otherwise. Black is equal to one if the academic received an email
from a distinctively Black-sounding name, and zero otherwise. Vocal (%) is the percentage of an academic’s tweets
that are about racial justice, winsorized at the 99th percentile, and set to zero (rather than undefined) for academics
that did not tweet at all in a given period. 49% of academics tweeted about racial justice immediately after the
murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020 (during May 25 to June 30, which we call “During George Floyd”),
while 38% of academics tweeted about racial justice later, during July 1 to November 30 (“After George Floyd”).
Even columns include the variables used in the fourth-from-the-right coefficient in Figure 3, fully interacted with
Black. Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1.
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Table 2: High-Credit Original Tweets Are Less Informative Than Low-Credit Retweets

Meeting Accepted (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Black × Racial Justice Tweets (%) 1.62*** 1.38***
(0.41) (0.44)

Black × Original Racial Justice Tweets (%) -0.25 -0.17 -0.89 -0.75
(1.61) (1.65) (1.66) (1.68)

Black × Non-Original Racial Justice Tweets (%) 2.27*** 1.98***
(0.53) (0.56)

Black × Racial Justice Retweets (%) 2.21*** 1.93***
(0.66) (0.68)

Black × Racial Justice Quote Retweets (%) 4.68* 4.31*
(2.55) (2.59)

Black × Racial Justice Tweet Replies (%) 4.29 4.17
(3.35) (3.40)

Observations 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393
Strata Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Email Type Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Twitter All Twitter All Twitter All
p-value 0.18 0.26 0.10 0.16

Notes: Each variable shown in the table interacted with Black is winsorized at the 99th percentile. Sample mean of
Racial Justice Tweets (%) = 1.34; Original Racial Justice Tweets (%) = 0.23; Non-Original Racial Justice Tweets
(%) = 1.09; Racial Justice Quote Tweets (%) = 0.16; Racial Justice Tweet Replies (%) = 0.09. The denominator
for each of these measures is the total number of tweets made from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022. Before
winsorizing, Racial Justice Tweets is equal to the sum of Original Racial Justice Tweets and Non-Original Racial
Justice Tweets; while Non-Original Racial Justice Tweets is equal to the sum of Racial Justice Retweets, Quote
Tweets, and Tweet Replies. All regressions also include level variables for the interaction term (winsorized for
those shown in the table). Odd columns additionally include the number of original tweets, reply tweets, retweets,
and quote reply tweets, all for the period January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022, and each of these variables interacted
with Black. Even columns include the additional variables used in the fourth-from-the-right coefficient in Figure
3. The bottom row p-value tests for equality of the Original and Non-Original interactions in columns 3 and 4, and
equality of Original and Retweets interactions in columns 5 and 6. Standard errors are clustered at the university-
by-department-by-sender name-level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table A1: Audited Academics Are Similar on Most Observables to Non-Audited Academics

Audited Not Audited
N = 11,450 N = 7,064

Mean Mean

Female 0.42 0.42
Rank of University 59.08 51.50
Full Professor 0.36 0.40
Assistant Professor 0.35 0.32
Associate Professor 0.29 0.28
Business 0.04 0.03
Engineering and Technology 0.15 0.14
Humanities 0.14 0.16
Life Sciences 0.23 0.21
Physical Sciences 0.07 0.08
Professional Schools 0.12 0.11
Social Sciences 0.25 0.27
Black 0.00 0.00
White 0.79 0.78
East Asian 0.08 0.09
Hispanic 0.04 0.05
South Asian 0.07 0.07
Other Race/Ethnicity 0.01 0.01
Years On Twitter 8.60 8.71
Number of Tweets 1,022.01 1,206.86
Number of Twitter Followers 2,781.09 3,425.69
Number of Accounts Following 754.98 775.73
Vocal 0.62 0.65
Percentage of Racial Justice Tweets 1.41 1.50
Blindspotter % Left-Wing Score 58.46 59.01
Republican Accounts Following 0.23 0.23
Democratic Accounts Following 1.76 1.98
Any Republican Contributions 0.01 0.01
Any Democratic Contributions 0.30 0.31
Total Republican Contributions (USD) 1.55 2.72
Total Democratic Contributions (USD) 244.59 332.95
Notes: Column 1 shows variable means for the audited academics and Column 2 covers
the non-audited academics (all non-Black). The following are dummy variables: Fe-
male, Full Professor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Business, Engineering and
Technology, Humanities, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Professional Schools, Social
Sciences, White, East Asian, South Asian, Hispanic, Other Race/Ethnicity, Vocal, and
Any Republican/Democratic Contributions. Rank of University ranges from 1 to 150.
Years On Twitter is the number of years since the academic joined Twitter, as of May 10,
2022. Number of Tweets is the number of tweets of any type made from January 1, 2020
to March 27, 2022. Number of Twitter Followers and Accounts Following is as of May
10, 2022. Vocal is equal to one for academics that tweeted at least once about racial jus-
tice from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022. Percentage of Racial Justice Tweets is the
number of racial justice-related tweets as a percentage of the total number of tweets, over
the same time period. The Blindspotter score is a measure of the left-wing slant of the
news the academic engages with on Twitter. Republican Accounts Followed is the num-
ber of Republican Senators and House Representatives followed as of July 2022 (similar
for Democrats). The Blindspotter score is missing for 4% of the full sample, while the
Republican and Democratic Accounts Followed are missing for 0.5% of the full sample.
The table shows the means for the academics with non-missing data. Any Republican
Contributions is equal to one if the academic is linked to at least one FEC-reported po-
litical contribution to a Republican FEC Committee from January 1, 2020 to March 27,
2022 (similar for Democrats). Total Contributions are for the same period.
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Table A2: Donation Experiment Summary Statistics

N Min Mean Max

Age (Years) 1,704 18.00 37.42 85.00
Female/Woman 1,704 0.00 0.49 1.00
Male/Man 1,704 0.00 0.47 1.00
Non-binary/Prefer Not to Answer 1,704 0.00 0.03 1.00
Race not White or European 1,704 0.00 0.12 1.00
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin 1,704 0.00 0.12 1.00
Political Views (1 = v. liberal, 5 = v. conservative) 1,704 1.00 2.38 5.00
Income Category (1 = less than 25k USD, 6 = 150k USD or more) 1,704 1.00 2.97 6.00
Number of Posts Per Month Since Joined Twitter 1,704 0.06 48.45 1,975.32
Amount Donated to NAACP (0 to 5 USD) 1,704 0.00 1.56 5.00
Tweeted in Support of Racial Justice May to October 2020 854 0.00 0.37 1.00
Retweeted NAACP Tweet (Manually Checked) 1,704 0.00 0.13 1.00
Raw Support for NAACP (0 to 100) 1,704 0.00 52.06 100.00
Binary Support for NAACP 1,704 0.00 0.13 1.00

Notes: The table shows summary statistics for the participants that completed the donation experiment. Political
views are self-reported as either 1 = Very Liberal, 2 = Liberal, 3 = Moderate, 4 = Conservative, and 5 = Very
Conservative. The income categories are 1 = less than $25k, 2 = $25k-49,999, 3 = $50k-74,999, 4 = $75k-99,999,
5 = $100k-149,999, 6 = $150k or more.
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Table A3: Audit Study Balance Check

Female
(1)

Assistant
Professor

(2)

Associate
Professor

(3)
White

(4)

Number Of
Tweets

(5)
Vocal

(6)

Number Of
Followers

(7)

Any Democrat
Contributions

(8)

Panel A: Balance for Full Sample
Black -0.01* 0.00 -0.01* -0.00 34.75 -0.00 -119.21 -0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (53.80) (0.01) (610.15) (0.01)

Panel B: Balance by Vocality
Black × Vocal -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 8.79 -954.58 0.00

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (82.09) (751.60) (0.01)
Black × Silent -0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.02 86.60* 1260.24 -0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (45.85) (1321.36) (0.01)

Observations 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393 11,393
Full Sample Outcome Mean .42 .35 .29 .79 1,023 .62 2,789 .3
p-value (Black × Vocal = Black × Silent) .97 .63 .64 .25 .42 .18 .24
Vocal Dummy (Panel B only) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Strata Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Email Type Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at university-department-sender name-level. Black is a dummy variable equal to one for receiving an email from a distinctively
Black name. Outcome variables are: (1) dummy variable for female academic, (2) dummy variable for Assistant Professor, (3) dummy variable for Associate
Professor, (4) dummy variable for White academic, (5) number of tweets (Jan 1, 2020 to Mar 27, 2022), (6) dummy variable for whether tweeted about racial justice
(Jan 1, 2020 to Mar 27, 2022), (7) number of Twitter followers as of May 10, 2022, and (8) dummy variable for any FEC-linked contributions to Democrat-related
committees (Jan 1, 2020 to Mar 27, 2022). *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table A4: Graduate Students Summary Statistics

Black Students Non-Black Students

N Min Mean Max N Min Mean Max

Age (Years) 515 23.50 29.52 54.50 1,237 19.50 29.24 54.50
Female/Woman 515 0.00 0.60 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.58 1.00
Male/Man 515 0.00 0.34 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.36 1.00
Non-binary/Genderfluid/Genderqueer 515 0.00 0.05 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.05 1.00
Black or African American 515 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.00 0.00
White or European 515 0.00 0.07 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.58 1.00
Asian 515 0.00 0.03 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.34 1.00
First Nations or Indigenous 515 0.00 0.01 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.01 1.00
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 515 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,237 0.00 0.00 1.00
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin 515 0.00 0.07 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.11 1.00
Born in the USA 515 0.00 0.70 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.57 1.00
Studying for a PhD 515 0.00 0.98 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.97 1.00
Rank of University (1 to 80) 515 1.00 35.42 78.00 1,237 1.00 35.55 80.00
Year in Graduate Program 515 1.00 3.67 7.00 1,237 1.00 3.86 7.00
Political Views (1 = v. liberal, 5 = v. conservative) 515 1.00 1.86 5.00 1,237 1.00 1.90 5.00
Has Twitter 515 0.00 0.75 1.00 1,237 0.00 0.60 1.00
How Often Tweets About Racial Justice (1 to 4) 384 1.00 2.45 4.00 737 1.00 1.94 4.00

Notes: Columns 1 to 4 show summary statistics for the surveyed students that self-identify as Black or African
American, while columns 5 to 8 show summary statistics for the remaining surveyed students. Age (Years) is the
mid-point of three-year categorical answers, with the exception of the category “Over 53” where we code Age
as 54.5. Female/Woman, Male/Man, and Non-binary/Genderfluid/Genderqueer are binary measures of gender
identity. The handful of respondents who are not studying for a PhD are either Master’s students or Postdoctoral
Fellows. Political views are self-reported as either 1 = Very Liberal, 2 = Liberal, 3 = Moderate, 4 = Conservative,
and 5 = Very Conservative. How Often Tweets About Racial Justice was only asked to students that have Twitter,
with 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, and 4 = Often.
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Figure A1: Academics Almost Never Contribute to Republicans, Vocal Academics Are More Active
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of academics made FEC-reported political contributions to Republican- and Democrat-related committees from January
2020 to March 2022. Silent includes the 6,784 non-Black academics that did not tweet about racial justice during the same time period, and Vocal includes the
11,730 non-Black academics that did tweet about racial justice. Black includes the 1,094 tweeting Black academics satisfying the same sample criteria as our
audit sample. Off Twitter includes a random sample of 900 non-Black academics without Twitter accounts, but otherwise satisfying the same criteria as our
audit sample. Unconditional raw means with 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A2: Vocal Academics Contribute More in Total to Democrat-Related Committees
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Notes: The bars show mean FEC-reported political contributions to Republican- and Democrat-related committees from January 2020 to March 2022. Silent
includes the 6,784 non-Black academics that did not tweet about racial justice during the same time period, and Vocal includes the 11,730 non-Black academics
that did tweet about racial justice. Black includes the 1,094 tweeting Black academics satisfying the same sample criteria as our audit sample. Off Twitter
includes a random sample of 900 non-Black academics without Twitter accounts, but otherwise satisfying the same criteria as our audit sample. Unconditional
raw means with 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A3: Validating the User-level Measure of Vocality
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Notes: This figure validates our automated signalling algorithm. The team scrolled through the post-May 2020
Twitter feeds of a random subset of our experimental sample (N = 450), recording for each user whether they ever:
(i) opposed racial justice, (ii) questioned racial justice, (iii) tweeted neutrally about racial justice, (iv) tweeted some
support for racial justice, or (v) tweeted heavy support for racial justice. The orange bars include data for the 287
academics we automatically classify as Vocal. The grey bars include data for the 163 academics we automatically
classify as Silent. As an example, the orange “Neutral” bar shows the percentage of users that the team manually
found to have ever tweeted neutrally about racial justice, only among the academics that we automatically classify
as Vocal. The “Any Support” category shows the percentage of users that ever tweeted some or heavy support. 95%
confidence intervals are shown. [Note: The figure differs slightly from the corresponding one in our pre-analysis
plan because we updated our automated measure of vocality to (i) incorporate racial justice-related words and
phrases in tweeted hyperlinks (as promised in our pre-analysis plan), and (ii) include the full text of all retweets,
correcting an error in our earlier measure. See Appendix D for more details.]
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Figure A4: Who Tweets About Racial Justice?
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Notes: The figure displays coefficients and 95% confidence intervals from a regression of Vocali on a set of covariates, for the sample of 11,450 non-Black aca-
demics included in the audit study. The covariates are: dummy variable for female, dummy variables for Assistant and Associate Professor, race/ethnicity dummy
variables, dummy variable for above-median total tweets from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022, dummy variable for any contributions to Democratic-related
FEC committees from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022, dummy variables for university ranked 1 to 50 and 51 to 100, dummy variable for undergraduate
Black student share above-median, and dummy variables for broad academic fields. Standard errors are HC3 robust.
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Figure A5: Donation Experiment: Measuring Donations to the NAACP

Notes: The figure shows the Qualtrics screen in the donation experiment, where participants decide how much of
their $5 survey incentive to donate to the NAACP.
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Figure A6: Donation Experiment: Opportunity to Retweet an NAACP Tweet

Notes: The figure shows the Qualtrics screen in the donation experiment, where participants decide whether to
retweet an NAACP tweet. Participants cannot advance to the next screen until a 30-second timer ends. This
question and the support question are asked in random order.
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Figure A7: Donation Experiment: Measuring Private Support for the NAACP

Notes: The figure shows the Qualtrics screen in the donation experiment, where participants indicate their support
for the NAACP on a scale from 0 to 100. Participants cannot advance to the next screen until a 30-second timer
ends. This question and the retweet question are asked in random order.
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Figure A8: Most Audited Academics Replied by Late-May 2022
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Notes: The figure shows the number of email replies we received each day from the audited academics.
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Figure A9: Accepted or Helpful: Vocal Professors Discriminate Against Black Students 5.7 Percentage Points Less
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted, or replied helpfully to, meeting requests from distinctively White and distinctively Black
names. The Full Sample includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). Vocal academics are those that tweeted at least once about
racial justice from January 2020 to March 2022. Silent academics are those that did not. The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression
of Helpfuli on dummy variables for White and Black email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a regression on dummy variables for White email
sender to Silent academic, White email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black email sender (to the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values
come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD (diff-in-diff) p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates
across Vocal and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A10: Replied: Vocal Professors Discriminate Against Black Students 4.9 Percentage Points Less
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics replied to meeting requests from distinctively White and distinctively Black names. The Full
Sample includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). Vocal academics are those that tweeted at least once about racial justice from
January 2020 to March 2022. Silent academics are those that did not. The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of Repliedi on
dummy variables for White and Black email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a regression on dummy variables for White email sender to
Silent academic, White email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black email sender (to the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values come from
the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD (diff-in-diff) p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates across Vocal
and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A11: Vocal Academics Favor First-Generation Students, Silent Academics Show No Bias
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted meeting requests from students that mention their first-generation status and students that
did not (“Regular” students). The Full Sample includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). Vocal academics are those that tweeted at
least once about racial justice from January 2020 to March 2022. Silent academics are those that did not. The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come
from a regression of Acceptedi on dummy variables for first-generation student and regular student email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a
regression on dummy variables for first-generation email sender to Silent academic, first-generation email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black
email sender (to the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD
(diff-in-diff) p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates across Vocal and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the
university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A12: Vocal Academics Favor Female Students More Than Silent Academics
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted meeting requests from distinctively male and distinctively female names. The Full Sample
includes the 11,450 audited academics (4,318 Silent and 7,132 Vocal). The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of Acceptedi on
dummy variables for female and male email sender (to the left of the vertical dashed line), and a regression on dummy variables for female email sender to
Silent academic, female email sender to Vocal academic, and the same for Black email sender (to the right of the vertical dashed line). The p-values come from
the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. The DiD (diff-in-diff) p-value is from a test for equal discrimination rates across Vocal
and Silent academics (γ2 in specification 2). Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A13: The Rarely Vocal Are Unbiased, the Regularly Vocal Favor Black Students
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Notes: The bars show what percentage of audited academics accepted meeting requests from distinctively White and distinctively Black names. Silent academics
are those that did not tweet about racial justice from January 2020 to March 2022. The bars for the Silent academics replicate the findings in Figure 1. Among
the Vocal, the Rarely Vocal are those with below-median percentage of tweets from January 2020 to March 2020 that are about racial justice (0.6% on average),
while the Regularly Vocal academics are above-median (3.9% on average). The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of Acceptedi
on dummy variables for Black email sender to Silent academic, White email sender to Silent academic, and the same for emailed to the Rarely Vocal and
to the Regularly Vocal. The p-values come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the
university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A14: The Rarely and Regularly Vocal Favor First-Generation Students Similarly
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Notes: Silent academics are those that have not tweeted about racial justice. The bars for the Silent academics replicate the findings in Figure A11. Among
the Vocal, the Rarely Vocal are those with below-median percentage of tweets from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2020 that are about racial justice (0.6% on
average), while the Regularly Vocal academics are above-median (3.9% on average). The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of
Acceptedi on dummy variables for first-generation student email sender to Silent academic, regular student email sender to Silent academic, and the same for
emailed to the Rarely Vocal and to the Regularly Vocal. The p-values come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. Standard
errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A15: The Rarely and Regularly Vocal Favor Female Students Similarly
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Notes: Silent academics are those that have not tweeted about racial justice. The bars for the Silent academics replicate the findings in Figure A12. Among
the Vocal, the Rarely Vocal are those with below-median percentage of tweets from January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2020 that are about racial justice (0.6% on
average), while the Regularly Vocal academics are above-median (3.9% on average). The raw means and 95% confidence intervals come from a regression of
Acceptedi on dummy variables for female student email sender to Silent academic, male student email sender to Silent academic, and the same for emailed to
the Rarely Vocal and to the Regularly Vocal. The p-values come from the specification that also includes strata and email type fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level.
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Figure A16: What Predicts Racial Discrimination? (Factor-By-Factor)
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Notes: The figure shows which factors predict racial discrimination. Specifically, the figure shows the γ̂2 and θ̂ js (along with 95% confidence intervals)
estimated from specification 2, where the X js are the same as those used in Figure A4. The coefficients come from nine regressions using specification 2,
with the following variables interacted with Black in each: (1) Vocal, (2) Female, (3) Position dummies, (4) Race/Ethnicity dummies, (5) Number of Tweets
Above-Median, (6) Any Democratic Contributions, (7) Rank dummies, (8) Undergrad Black % Above-Median, and (9) Department dummies. As an example,
the first coefficient tells us that Vocal academics discriminate against Black students 7.3 percentage points less than Silent academics.
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Figure A17: What Predicts Racial Discrimination? (All Factors Together)
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Notes: The figure shows which factors predict racial discrimination, based on one regression with all interactions included at once. Specifically, the figure shows
the γ̂2 and θ̂ js (along with 95% confidence intervals) estimated from specification 2, where the X js are the same as those used in Figure A4. As an example,
the first coefficient tells us that Vocal academics discriminate against Black students over five percentage points less than Silent academics, holding the other
variables in the figure constant.
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Figure A18: Detection Is Unlikely to Explain the Race Results
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Notes: The figure shows the robustness of our main results (coefficient set 1) to seven alternative samples or outcomes where we expect audit detection to be
less likely (coefficients sets 2 to 8). Specifically, for each of the eight we show from left to right: the racial gap in meeting acceptance for Silent academics
(negative for discrimination against Black students), the racial gap for Vocal academics, the unconditional difference in the racial gap (γ̂2 from specification
2 without any X j

i covariates, positive if Vocal academics discriminate against Black students less than Silent academics), and the conditional difference using
the fourth-from-the-right specification from Figure 3. The specification and sample variants are (percentage of the sample dropped in parentheses): (2) drop
academics in Economics, Political Science, Sociology, and Business (12.4%), (3) drop academics in the Social Sciences (25%), (4) drop academics to whom
we sent more generic emails (7%), (5) drop university-departments to which we sent more than ten emails (27%), (6) drop university-departments to which we
sent more than five emails (61%), (7) outcome is meeting accepted within one day, and (8) outcome is meeting accepted within three days. Standard errors are
clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A19: Detection Is Unlikely to Explain the First-Generation Status Results
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Notes: The figure shows the robustness of our main results (coefficient set 1) to seven alternative samples or outcomes where we expect audit detection to
be less likely (coefficients sets 2 to 8). Specifically, for each of the eight we show from left to right: the first-generation versus regular gap in meeting
acceptance for Silent academics (negative for discrimination against first-generation students), the same gap for Vocal academics, the unconditional difference
in the gap (γ̂2 from specification 2 without any X j

i covariates, positive if Vocal academics favor first-generation students more than Silent academics), and the
conditional difference using the fourth-from-the-right specification from Figure 3. The specification and sample variants are (percentage of the sample dropped
in parentheses): (2) drop academics in Economics, Political Science, Sociology, and Business (12.4%), (3) drop academics in the Social Sciences (25%), (4)
drop academics to whom we sent more generic emails (7%), (5) drop university-departments to which we sent more than ten emails (27%), (6) drop university-
departments to which we sent more than five emails (61%), (7) outcome is meeting accepted within one day, and (8) outcome is meeting accepted within three
days. Standard errors are clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A20: Detection Is Unlikely to Explain the Gender Results
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Notes: The figure shows the robustness of our main results (coefficient set 1) to seven alternative samples or outcomes where we expect audit detection to be
less likely (coefficients sets 2 to 8). Specifically, for each of the eight we show from left to right: the gender gap in meeting acceptance for Silent academics
(positive for discrimination against male students), the same gap for Vocal academics, the unconditional difference in the gap (γ̂2 from specification 2 without
any X j

i covariates, positive if Vocal academics favor female students more than Silent academics), and the conditional difference using the fourth-from-the-right
specification from Figure 3. The specification and sample variants are (percentage of the sample dropped in parentheses): (2) drop academics in Economics,
Political Science, Sociology, and Business (12.4%), (3) drop academics in the Social Sciences (25%), (4) drop academics to whom we sent more generic
emails (7%), (5) drop university-departments to which we sent more than ten emails (27%), (6) drop university-departments to which we sent more than five
emails (61%), (7) outcome is meeting accepted within one day, and (8) outcome is meeting accepted within three days. Standard errors are clustered at the
university-by-department-by-sender name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A21: Vocal Participants Donate More to the NAACP, Conditional on Controls
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Notes: The figure shows the mean NAACP donation (ranging from $0 to $5) for participants in the donation
experiment that (i) did versus did not retweet the NAACP tweet (with the gap conditional on controls), and (ii)
tweeted in support of racial justice during May to October 2020 versus did not (with the gap conditional on
controls). The latter is shown only for the subsample for which we could manually code tweets made from May
to October 2020. The control variables included are: dummy variable for female, dummy variables for income
categories, dummy variables for political views, dummy variables for non-White and Hispanic, and age. We also
control for a measure of Twitter activity: number of posts per month since joining Twitter for the NAACP-retweet
regression, and the number of posts made from May to October 2020 (coded as 51 for 51 plus), plus a dummy
variable for 51 or more posts from May to October 2020, for the Vocal-in-2020 regression. 95% confidence
intervals are shown.
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Figure A22: Racial Justice Tweeting Spiked After the Murder of George Floyd
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Notes: The figure shows the percentage of audited academics (N = 11,450) that tweeted about racial justice each
day in 2020. See Section 3.1 for details on how we identify racial justice tweets. The vertical dashed line denotes
the murder of George Floyd on May 25th.
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Figure A23: Variation in Percentage of Racial Justice Tweets
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Notes: The figure plots histograms for the 11,450 audited academics for four variables: the percentage of each
academic’s tweets that are about racial justice (i) during January 1 to May 24, 2020 (the pre-period), (ii) May 25 to
June 30, 2020 (the during-period), (iii) July 1 to November 30 (the post-period), and (iv) January 1, 2020 to March
27, 2022 (the full period). The vertical dashed lines denote the 99th percentile, which we use for winsorizing. The
percentage of racial justice tweets is set to zero (rather than undefined) for those that did not tweet at all during a
given period.
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Figure A24: Informativeness Is Higher When Fewer People Are Tweeting About Racial Justice
(Binary Measure)
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Notes: The figure shows how tweet informativeness (γ̂2 from specification 2) changes before, during, and after
the murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020. 17% of the 11,450 audited academics tweeted about racial justice
at least once during January 1 to May 24, rising to 49% during May 25 to June 30, and falling to 38% during
July 1 to November 30. The unconditional estimate denotes the unconditional difference in audit-measured racial
discrimination between the Vocal and Silent during each period. The conditional estimate denotes the conditional
difference in discrimination, using the fourth-from-the-right specification from Figure 3. These estimates are
positive when Vocal academics discriminate against Black students less than Silent academics. Standard errors are
clustered at the university-by-department-by-sender name-level. 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure A25: Students Overestimate Discrimination and Tend to Underestimate Informativeness (Top-80 Universities)
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Notes: The figure shows our audit study estimates and 95% confidence intervals in purple (following Figure A18), including only professors in the top-80
universities (the same universities covered by the graduate student survey). Difference is the unconditional difference in racial discrimination between Vocal
and Silent academics, which is positive if Vocal academics are more pro-Black than Silent academics. The diamonds denote the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile
of student predictions, separately by (i) students that self-identify as Black or African American versus students that do not, and (ii) students that describe
their political views as liberal or very liberal versus those that describe their political views as moderate, conservative, or very conservative. Before making
predictions, students were informed of the meeting acceptance rate for distinctively White student names, separately for Silent and Vocal academics.
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B Model Proofs

Proofs for Proposition 1. [Prop. 1.1] Suppose there exists a fully separating equilibrium. In
this equilibrium, a(η = 0) = 0 and a(η = η̄) = 1, and so I = η̄ (there is full revelation of
types). The high-support type does not want to deviate by not tweeting about racial justice. If
they deviated, their cost is the same, but their b(v, s) falls because now people think that they
are the low type. The low-support type doesn’t want to deviate as long as the cost of tweeting
outweighs the social image benefits: c ≥ vsη̄ . It follows that a separating equilibrium exists iff.
v ≤ v∗ = c

sη̄
.

[Prop 1.2] Suppose there is a partial pooling equilibrium. Low-support types mix between
tweeting and not tweeting (they are indifferent). High-support types all tweet. Suppose that the
fraction of tweeters that are low-support is r. For indifference of low-support types, we need:
vs(r (0)+(1− r) η̄ −0) = c ⇒ vs((1− r) η̄) = c

⇒ 1− r =
c

vsη̄

This ensures that informativeness is I = (1− r) η̄= c
vs . Again, high-support types do not want to

deviate. The mixing for low-support types requires that r ∈ (0,π), which requires that 1− r ∈
(π,1) which using the indifference condition requires that c

vsη̄
∈ (π,1)

⇒v∗ =
c

sη̄
< v <

c
sη̄π

= v∗∗

So for v ≤ v∗, informativeness does not vary with v, but for v ∈ (v∗,v∗∗), informativeness is
falling in v and s.

[Prop 1.3] For v > v∗∗ we have v > c
sη̄π

. There is no separating equilibrium. In a separating
equilibrium low types would want to deviate given that b(v,s)= vsη̄ > c

π
> c. There is no partial

pooling equilibrium, as shown above. Assume a pooling equilibrium in which both types tweet.
If the off-equilibrium path belief E [η | a = 0] is low enough to guarantee that the low-support
types are still willing to tweet (i.e., E [η | a = 1]−E [η | a = 0]> c

vs ), then both types tweet. A
pooling equilibrium exists.
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C Further Audit Study Details

Given space constraints, we omitted minor details on the audit experiment from the main paper.
We cover those details in this appendix section.

Sampling. We omitted one extremely minor sampling detail in the main text: we also dropped
a handful of academics that we had discussed the project with from the audit sample.

University and Department. For some of the analysis, we use features of the university and
department of each academic. For each of the universities, we linked the Black or African
American share of undergraduates in Fall 2020 from the National Center for Education Statis-
tics. The team standardized the coded department of each academic, assigning each academic
to one of seven broad categories (e.g. Social Sciences), and to one of 75 narrow categories (e.g.
Economics).

Identifying Twitter accounts. We used a search engine with automated searches to create a
shortlist of possible Twitter handles for each academic. Research assistants manually picked
the correct handle from the shortlist. If an academic’s handle was not shortlisted, the research
assistant conducted a manual search for the correct handle.

Selecting distinctive names. For first names, we used data on baby names from New York
City and Massachusetts. For the data for New York City, see here. We received the Mas-
sachusetts data from the Massachusetts Registry of Vital Records and Statistics. We kept only
those with birth years from 1995 to 2004, making the individuals around late-college age to-
day. We dropped distinctively Jewish and Italian names, any first names used in Bertrand and
Mullainathan (2004) (since these names may be distinctively fictitious-sounding to some aca-
demics), and the eight first names used in our pilot experiment.29 We imposed a popularity
threshold, keeping only the first names used by at least 0.01% of a gender-race cell (e.g. White
men). We then kept the top-36 most distinctive for each gender-race cell. For example, for
White men, we kept the 36 first names with the highest probability of being a White man con-
ditional on the first name being used. This leaves us with 144 potential first names.

For last names, we used the 2010 US Census, and a within-race popularity cutoff of 0.1%
(exactly as in Kessler et al. 2019). We again dropped the eight last names used in our pilot.30

We kept the 72 most racially distinctive last names – 36 for Black last names, 36 for White.

29Iyanna, Tyra, Latrell, Tyreek, Jaclyn, Molly, Graham, and Jonah.
30Washington, Glover, Ware, Clay, Collins, Peterson, Ward, and Phillips.
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In the final step, we randomly matched each first name to a last name, with each last name
used twice – once each for a distinctively male and female name. This leaves us with 144 full
names. To select the 120 most racially distinctive names from among these, we paid MTurkers
to guess the race of the names. We dropped the six names with the least accurate guesses in
each gender-race cell, leaving us with 120 full names to use for the full audit experiment (see
Figures A26 and A27).

Email addresses. Stratifying by race and gender, we randomly assigned each name to one of
four possible email formats: [firstname].[lastname][X]@gmail.com, [firstname][lastname][X]@gmail.com,
[lastname].[firstname][X]@gmail.com, or [lastname][firstname][X]@gmail.com, where X is a
number. To choose X we used a protocol that ensures that the number of digits in X is bal-
anced between distinctively Black and White names. In particular, we first randomly paired
each full name with a different full name from the same gender but different race. We then
found the lowest X such that a gmail account with that X was available for both the Black
and White full name in a given pair. We then randomly picked two numbers above that number,
with the same number of digits, and assigned one to the Black name and one to the White name.

Stratification. For the randomization to Black vs. White name of sender, we stratified on
university-by-department. For the randomization to male vs. female name of sender, we strati-
fied on university-by-department-by race of sender. For the first generation status sentence, we
stratified on university-by-department.

Minor Randomization Details. For randomization stratified on university-by-department, we
made sure that all strata have at least four observations (covering the four race-by-gender treat-
ments) by joining together small strata (usually creating a strata that includes all of the small
departments of a given university).31

We split the universities into nine groups according to the final exam dates for the last
semester. We emailed the academics according to this order, with the email order within each
of the nine groups randomized.

Since most of our email types mention the undergraduate institution of the fictitious sender,
we assigned this institution randomly at the level of the sender-by-university-by-department.
For the set of possible institutions, we started with the same top-150 US News ranked insti-
tutions as for our sample of academics. We then used NCES data from Fall 2020 to keep the

31Since we ultimately only emailed 11,450 of the 18,514 academics, we have some singleton strata in the
analysis sample. Whenever our analysis includes strata fixed effects, these singleton observations are dropped,
leaving us with 11,393 observations.
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90 institutions that satisfy these eligibility criteria: (i) at least 4% Black or African American
undergraduate enrollment, (ii) at least 20% White undergraduate enrollment, (iii) 20 to 80%
female undergraduate enrollment, (iv) undergraduate degrees offered, (v) at least 4,000 under-
graduates enrolled, and (vi) no technology focus (i.e. we drop institutions like MIT). For each
university covered by our audit sample, we kept the eight of the 90 institutions that are closest
in rank to be considered as the institution of the fictitious student.

Coding E-mails. We assigned each email coder to the same number of White and Black email
accounts, ensuring that email coder fixed effects are orthogonal to the race of the fictitious
student.
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Figure A26: MTurk Validation of Racial Distinctiveness: Female Names
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Notes: Each full name was guessed by at least 30 MTurkers. The figure shows the fraction of MTurkers that
guessed the race correctly for the female names, along with 95% confidence intervals. Each MTurker chose one
answer from Black, White, Hispanic, or Other. They did not know that no names were chosen to be Hispanic- or
Other-sounding. We dropped the six names to the left of the vertical dashed line.
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Figure A27: MTurk Validation of Racial Distinctiveness: Male Names
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Notes: Each full name was guessed by at least 30 MTurkers. The figure shows the fraction of MTurkers that
guessed the race correctly for the male names, along with 95% confidence intervals. Each MTurker chose one
answer from Black, White, Hispanic, or Other. They did not know that no names were chosen to be Hispanic- or
Other-sounding. We dropped the six names to the left of the vertical dashed line.
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D Deviations from the Pre-Analysis Plan

We posted our pre-analysis plan to the AEA registry on May 12, 2022, prior to the launch of
the experiment. We updated the pre-analysis plan on May 24th to explain the detection-related
logic for stopping the experiment before sending emails to the full set of 18,514 academics. We
also explained a minor issue where we addressed a handful of emails to the wrong professors,
leading us to drop 23 academics from the audit sample. We updated the pre-registration on
February 1, 2024 to add a description of the donation experiment. We list deviations from the
pre-analysis plan here:

• In the pre-analysis plan we briefly described the graduate student survey, signalling that
we hoped to collect a “third-party report of the behavior of academics at their institution.”
Given low response rates to our student survey in piloting, we decided not to ask for
third-party reports on professors, helping us to keep the survey to roughly 10 minutes.

• In the pre-analysis plan we signalled that we would omit the analysis of gender discrim-
ination to use instead in a companion paper. We have followed the advice of a previous
editor in adding the gender analysis to the current paper.

• Also following editorial advice, we have added analysis in which we compare the emails
sent from any minority group (Black, female, or first-generation) to those sent by White
males with no mention of first-generation status. This analysis has the advantage of giving
a clean measure of minority vs. non-minority treatment, as opposed to our other compar-
isons (e.g. male vs. female), where by design, 3/4 of the ‘majority’ group (i.e. male)
belongs to one of the other two minority groups (i.e. Black or first-generation).

• While we calculated our key measure Vocali prior to running the audit experiment, we
since realised that we were unintentionally using text from truncated retweets for roughly
half of the academics. For the current paper, we have updated the measures of vocality to
include mentions of racial justice-related words and phrases in the full text of the retweets.
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E Procedure for FEC Contributions

Summary. Bouton et al. (2022) show that the vast majority of contributions are now made
through conduits (particularly ActBlue and WinRed), and that reporting requirements for these
online platforms ensure that all contributions are reported, along with the full name of the donor.
For linking, we make use of the fact that 98.9% of FEC-reported individual contributions also
report the occupation and employer of the contributor. We first kept only the contributions that
list an employer that could be one of the top-150 universities in our sample, and only those that
list an occupation that could be consistent with being a research-active academic. After these
steps, we carried out an exact-match on full name (allowing for nicknames) and university.

Details. To download and link FEC-reported political contributions, we follow the detailed data
appendix of Bouton et al. (2022), with some adaptations to fit our context. In particular, while
Bouton et al. (2022) aim to describe the donation patterns of all donors in the US (requiring
them to assign each and every donation to a given donor), we only need to identify the dona-
tions of the academics in our dataset. This simplifies the matching process, since the occupation
and employer variables in the FEC data are particularly useful for cases in which the target pop-
ulation all have a similar occupation.

Targeting Academics. First, we web-scraped all FEC-reported individual contributions from
January 1, 2020 to March 27, 2022 from here. We carried out basic cleaning checks as in
Bouton et al. (2022) – dropping duplicates and dropping those from “lines” other than 11A(i)
and 17A(i) (these lines denote contributions from individuals).

Second, we used the employer variable to keep only contributions from individuals em-
ployed by the top-150 universities, allowing for abbreviations (e.g. UCSB instead of University
of California, Santa Barbara), other major name variants, and common misspellings.

Third, we used the occupation variable to keep only contributions from individuals that
might be research-active academics (e.g. Professor, Scientist, Historian, etc.). We then carried
out basic cleaning checks of the first and last names of contributors in this smaller dataset of
contributions.

Matching. To link with our dataset of academics, we looked for perfect matches on first name,
last name, and university. We allowed for nickname variants of each first name using the Amer-
ican English Nickname Collection from the Linguistic Data Consortium at UPenn.
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Contribution Characteristics. Each contribution in the data has a committee ID, though many
contributions go to conduits (especially ActBlue and WinRed) that then channel the donation to
a final committee. As much as possible, we identified the final committee of a donation using
the memo_text and the receipt_type_full variables. We then used FEC-provided crosswalks
from here to merge on the characteristics of each committee – including any linked candidates
and their political parties. All of our measures of contribution type then denote features of the
final committee to which the contribution is directed.32

To determine the political party of each contribution, we first used the political party of the
connected candidates, if they exist. For the committees without connected candidates, we used
online sources to establish which party the committee is primarily raising funding for.

32As explained in Bouton et al. (2022), this also requires us to drop duplicate contributions in cases where the
conduit and the final committee both reported the same contribution.
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F Measuring Racial Justice Signalling: Minor Details

We classify an academic as Vocal if they have at least one tweet from January 1, 2020 to March
27, 2022 that mentions at least one of the racial justice-related words or phrases listed in Sec-
tion 3.1. To identify words or phrases, we use the following approach. We call the following
characters ‘spacing characters’ ; : + ? . - _

We make all tweet text lower-case.
For the word “blm”, to avoid false positives (e.g. larger words unrelated to racial justice that

include the adjacent letters “blm”), we require the blm letters to be:

• Preceded by: nothing, hashtag, spaces, open parentheses, or a spacing character, AND

• Followed by: nothing, spaces, close parentheses, or a spacing character.

For all other words and phrases, we disregard preceding and following letters. For phrases,
we allow for spaces between each word in the phrase, or for one of the spacing characters (this
is particularly relevant for URLs, where spaces are not possible).
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G Graduate Student Survey: Sampling and Details

We used graduate program websites to collect the email addresses of doctoral students at the
top-80 universities as per the US News Rankings of 2019. We opted for the top-80 universities
rather than the full top-150 because of research assistance capacity constraints. To oversample
Black students, we collected all email addresses of graduate students with photographs where
the team judged the student to be likely to self-identify as Black (N = 3,502). Though for
our analysis we use the self-identification of each student respondent to measure race and eth-
nicity. Otherwise, we randomly sampled three students per doctoral program, provided email
addresses were available (N = 7,337). This number is not divisible by three because some doc-
toral programs had only one or two students.

Incentives. We offered each student a $5 Amazon gift voucher and a chance to win one of ten
$100 cash prizes for taking the survey. In addition, we randomly assigned half of the students
to receive prediction incentives. After each prediction question these students would read “You
will get one additional lottery ticket for a $250 cash prize if your answer is within 3 percentage
points of the number we found.” This approach is incentive-compatible for eliciting the mode
of each respondent’s subjective belief distribution (Haaland et al. forthcoming). A drawback of
monetary incentives is that respondents may bake bias into their reports – reporting not what
they believe to be the truth, but what they believe a ivory-tower academic to find. Given this,
we opted to randomly assign prediction incentives, rather than to incentivize all predictions.

Unconditional vs. Conditional Differences. In the paper, we present only the graduate students’
predictions of unconditional differences in behavior between Vocal and Silent academics. In
the survey, we also asked students to report their prediction of the conditional difference, after
they had reported their prediction of the unconditional difference. We used the following text:
“...suppose you know of two professors of the same rank in the same department and university.
They also share the same gender and race/ethnicity and tweet the same amount. But one of the
professors tweeted about racial justice in the past two years and the other did not. What would
you expect the difference in racial discrimination to be between these two professors?” Given
that this question is less straightforward, particularly for non-quantitative graduate students, we
are more confident in the predictions of unconditional differences in discrimination, and thus
focus on those in the paper. The results with conditional predictions are similar, and available
on request.
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H Graduate Student Survey: Prediction Questions

Overall Discrimination Prediction:

We ran an experiment in May to measure racial discrimination in academia. We sent emails
from fictitious students to roughly 11,000 non-Black academics at top-150 US universities.
As we wanted to see how Twitter activity predicts email responses, we included only aca-
demics with Twitter accounts. Each academic received one email, and each email requested
a Zoom meeting to discuss the possibility of graduate studies.

Half of the emails were from typically White-sounding names like Owen Wood and Helena
Bennett. The remaining emails were from typically Black-sounding names like Lamar Jenkins
and Taliyah Williams. Emails from Black-sounding names had similar content to those from
White-sounding names. This means that we can measure racial discrimination by comparing
the meeting acceptance rate for the two types of names.

We found that 30.6% of meeting requests sent from White-sounding names were accepted.

What percentage of meeting requests sent from Black-sounding names would you guess
were accepted?

Predicting Unconditional Differences in Discrimination:

Among the academics we emailed, 62% posted at least one racial justice-related tweet in
the two years prior to the experiment. These tweets were almost always in support of racial
justice-related efforts. We would now like you to guess the email response rates separately for
those that tweeted about racial justice and those that did not.

31.3% of meeting requests sent from White-sounding names were accepted by academics that
tweeted about racial justice.

What percentage of meeting requests sent from Black-sounding names would you guess
were accepted by these academics?

29.5% of meeting requests sent from White-sounding names were accepted by academics that
did NOT tweet about racial justice.
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What percentage of meeting requests sent from Black-sounding names would you guess
were accepted by these academics?
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I Email Example

Subject: Some questions about «recipientDegree»s

Main Body:

Dear Professor «recipientFullName»,

I came across your academic work since I am considering applying this fall to «recipientDegree»s
«recipientField».

While I have done a fair amount of research online, I still feel quite unsure about what «recipientDegree»
life is like exactly, and whether I would be well-suited for it. «This is probably partly due to
me being a first generation college student.»

Though I am sure you are very busy, would you have any spare time in the next week or so to
answer some of my questions over a call?

I would be very grateful for the help, though I understand if it is not possible.

Thanks, «senderName»
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